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Section 42A Report Significant Areas and Sites for Mana Whenua

1.

Executive summary

1.

This report considers submissions on the proposed Natural Resources Plan on
provisions related to areas and sites with significant mana whenua values.

2.

The report outlines recommendations in response to the issues that have
emerged from submissions.

3.

There were around 150 submission points related to areas and sites with
significant mana whenua values from 48 submitters. Of these, around 60 were
prepared based on a common format.

Key issues and responses
4.

This report addresses the provisions in the proposed Plan that relate to the
scheduling of areas and sites with significant values for mana whenua,
responding in part to the following key issues:

5.

a)

the loss of mana whenua relationships with land and water; and

b)

degradation of sites with significant values for mana whenua.

I have organised the submissions on the provisions related to areas and sites
with significant mana whenua values into the following key topics, with the
submissions and evaluations set out in Section 7 of this report.
Issue 1 – Managing areas with significant values for mana whenua Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa
1.1

Approach to managing Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa (Objective O16 and
Policy P18)

Issue 2 – Managing sites with significant values for mana whenua
2.1

Use of the terms ‘protect and restore’ (Objective O33 and Policy P44)

2.2

Management provisions tailored to specific sites

2.3

The mitigation hierarchy (Policy P45)

2.4

Interpretation of the term ‘cultural impact assessment’
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2.5

Provision for existing uses and regionally significant infrastructure

2.6

Consent of iwi authority

Issue 3 – Schedule B: Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa
3.1

Site-specific amendments to Schedule B and maps

Issue 4 – Schedule C: Sites with significant values for mana whenua

Overlapping topics
6.

Some of the submissions on areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values are interrelated with matters addressed in the following section 42A
officers’ reports:
a)

‘Part A: Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan’: Integration
of Māori values into the framework of the proposed Plan

b)

‘Wetlands and biodiversity’: Objectives and policies to manage
significant sites

7.

c)

‘Beds of lakes and rivers’: Rules that refer to Schedule C sites and

d)

‘Water quality’: Rules that refer to Schedule C sites.

This report is supported by the expert evidence of:
a)

Mr Mike Grace (Council Senior Policy Advisor – mana whenua):
Council’s partnership approach with iwi, development of the policy
approach to manage areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values (attached to the s42A report ‘Part A: Overall policy framework
of the proposed Plan’ )

b)

Mr Joseph Potangaroa (kaituhituhi for Rangitāne o Wairarapa)
responding to submissions regarding specific sites with significant
values for Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa
Trust (attached as Appendix A)
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c)

Mr Alastair Smaill (Council Whaitua Project Manager): Council’s
whaitua programme for implementing the NPS-FM (attached to the
s42A report ‘Part A: Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan’).

NATRP-1620937158-990
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2.

Introduction

8.

My name is Pam Guest. I work as a Senior Policy Advisor in the
Environmental Policy Department. I have a Bachelor of Science (with 1st class
Hons) from the University of Otago, with post-graduate planning papers from
the University of Waikato.

9.

I have been employed in planning roles in central and local government for
over 20 years. I had involvement prior to the Resource Management Act 1991
(RMA) in promoting the understanding of, and providing for, Māori values
associated with water and soil resources, organising the first national hui on
this topic and preparing draft national policy for the Water and Soil Directorate
of the Ministry of Works and Development. I have led the preparation of
regional plans at regional and catchment scales for both the Waikato and
Canterbury regional councils, focusing on issues related to the management of
land and water. I prepared section 42A officers’ reports for the Canterbury
Natural Resources Regional Plan relating to water quality and land use issues.
More recently I worked as a private consultant, with roles which included
presenting expert planning evidence in relation to several regional plans.

10.

I was employed by the Wellington Regional Council (the Council) after the
proposed Plan was notified, specifically to assist with the preparation of the
section 42A officers’ reports.

3.

Code of conduct

11.

I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witness contained in
the Environment Court Practice Note and that I agree to comply with it.

12.

I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I am aware of that
might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is
within my area of expertise, except where I state that I am relying on the
evidence of another person.

13.

I am authorised to give this evidence on the Council's behalf.
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4.

Scope of hearing report

14.

This report is prepared in accordance with section 42A of the RMA. This
report considers submissions and further submissions (submissions) that were
received by the Council in relation to the provisions relating to Areas and sites
with significant mana whenua values within the proposed Plan.
Table 2: Provisions covered by this report
2 Interpretation
Cultural impact assessment
Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa (note – no submissions received)
Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa Huanga (tohu/attributes) (note – no submissions received)
3 Objectives
Objective O16: Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa
Objective O33: Significant mana whenua values
4 Policies
Policy P18: Mana whenua relationships with Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa
Policy P44: Protection and restoration of sites with significant mana whenua values
Policy P45: Managing adverse effects on sites with significant mana whenua values
12 Schedules
Schedule B: Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa
Schedule C (C1-C5): Sites with significant mana whenua values
13 Maps
Map 2: Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa (Schedule B)
Map 3: Sites of significance to Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki (Schedule C1)
Map 4: Sites of significance to Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai (Schedule C2)
Map 5: Sites of significance to Ngāti Toa Rangatira (Schedule C3)
Map 6: Sites of significance to Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika o Maui (Schedule C4)
Map 7: Sites of significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne o Wairarapa
(Schedule C5)

15.

Section 5 of this report sets out the statutory and non-statutory framework
relevant to the management of Areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values.

NATRP-1620937158-990
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16.

Section 6 of this report outlines the key issues and the planning background
relevant to the management of areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values.

17.

Section 7 of this report is an analysis of the submissions for areas and sites
with significant mana whenua values.

18.

Appendix A is the evidence of Mr Joseph Potangaroa (kaituhituhi for
Rangitāne o Wairarapa) responding to submissions regarding specific sites
with significant values for Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki
Wairarapa Trust.

19.

Appendix B sets out my recommended amendments to the provisions of the
proposed Plan to manage areas and sites with significant mana whenua values
and provides my section 32AA assessment for these.

20.

Appendix C provides a list of individual submitters.

21.

Appendix D contains the notes from the pre-hearing meetings.

22.

Appendix E contains the hearings schedule for rules relating to Schedule C.

23.

Appendix F contains my recommended decisions on submissions.

24.

As submitters who indicate that they wish to be heard are entitled to speak to
their submissions and present evidence at the hearing, the recommendations
contained within this report are preliminary, relating only to the written
submissions.

25.

For the avoidance of doubt, it should be emphasised that any conclusions
reached or recommendations made in this report are not binding on the Hearing
Panel. It should not be assumed that the Hearing Panel will reach the same
conclusions or decisions having considered all the evidence to be brought
before them by the submitters.

26.

This report is intended to be read in conjunction with the RMA section 42A
Reports: Part A – Introduction and procedural matters, which contains
procedural background information, statutory context and administrative
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matters pertaining to the regional plan review and the proposed plan; Part A:
RMA section 32 and consultation; and Part A: Overall policy framework of the
proposed plan. The three ‘Part A’ RMA section 42A Reports are common to all
topics while all other reports are specific to each topic and address the
submissions and further submissions relevant to that particular aspect of the
proposed Natural Resources Plan.
27.

This report and the associated hearing addresses submissions lodged on the
provisions of the proposed Plan relating to areas and sites with significant
mana whenua values.

28.

Some of the issues addressed in this report are interrelated with matters
addressed in the section 42A officers’ reports: ‘Part A: Overall policy
framework of the proposed Plan’; ‘Wetlands and biodiversity’, ‘Beds of Lakes
and Rivers’ and ‘Water quality’.

29.

I have read the evidence of Mr Mike Grace (as appended to the s42A Report
Part A: Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan) who explains the
approach taken by the Council to work in partnership with iwi to develop the
proposed Plan, including the partnership approach used, and the relevant
resource management concepts and terminology.

30.

I have read the evidence of Mr Alistair Smaill, who explains the concept of the
Council’s whaitua programme (a community programme to make informed
decisions about land and water management on a sub-regional basis), the
process being used to develop the whaitua chapters and how implementing this
will give effect to the Council’s obligations under the National Policy
Statement for Freshwater Management 2014.

31.

I have also read the evidence of Ms Emily Greenberg who explains the Overall
policy framework of the proposed plan, in particular the way in which Māori
values and concepts form an integral part of the framework for the proposed
Plan and the way in which the whaitua chapters interact with the region-wide
chapters of the proposed Plan.

NATRP-1620937158-990
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5.

Background
documents

–

Statutory

and

non-statutory

Resource Management Act 1991
32.

Under the Resource Management Act (RMA):


section 6 requires that the following matters are recognised and provided
for as matters of national importance:
(c)

the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and
significant habitats of indigenous fauna; and

(e)

the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with
their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga.



section 7(a) requires that, in achieving the purpose of the RMA, Council
must have particular regard to kaitiakitanga; and



section 8 requires that the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o
Waitangi) shall be taken into account in the management of natural and
physical resources.

Memorandum of Partnership 2013
33.

Council and the iwi of the region established a Charter of Understanding in
1993 to establish a structural and operational relationship to give effect to the
intentions of the Treaty and actively protect Māori interests. This was reviewed
and a Memorandum of Partnership signed in 2013 by Council and the region’s
six iwi:
a)

Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust

b)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa Incorporated

c)

Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust

d)

Ngāti Toa Rangātira Incorporated

e)

Atiawa ki Whakarongotai Charitable Trust

f)

Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki.
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34.

While the memorandum has no particular legal status, it indicates the intent of
the Council and iwi to work together on the development of plans and
evaluation of resource consents. The proposed Plan implements this through
the partnership approach used in its development and by including provisions
that respond directly to the issues identified by Māori and which have been
drafted in consultation with them.

Settlement legislation and statutory acknowledgements
35.

There are three Treaty of Waitangi Settlement Acts that apply in the
Wellington Region:
a)

Port Nicholson Block (Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o Te Ika) Claims
Settlement Act 2009

36.

b)

Ngāti Toa Rangatira Claims Settlement Act 2014

c)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Rangitāne Tamaki nui-ā-Rua 2016.

A statutory acknowledgement is an acknowledgement by the Crown that
recognises the mana of an iwi in relation to identified sites and areas;
particularly in relation to the cultural, spiritual, historical and traditional
associations with a site or area. These acknowledgements relate to defined
‘statutory areas’ only over Crown land, and may apply to land, rivers, lakes,
wetlands, a landscape feature, or a particular part of the coastal marine area
(CMA). Councils must consider statutory acknowledgements when making
decisions about who to involve in resource consents and hearings and whether
an iwi will be adversely affected by a resource consent application.

National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014
37.

The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (NPS-FM)1
‘Section D: Tangata whenua roles and interests’ has one objective and one
policy that specifically recognise mana whenua interests in freshwater
management:

1

At the time of writing this s42A report the NPS-FM 2017 was not gazetted and has therefore not been
considered as part of the evaluation of submissions.
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Objective D1
To provide for the involvement of iwi and hapū, and to ensure that tangata
whenua values and interests are identified and reflected in the
management of fresh water including associated ecosystems, and decisionmaking regarding freshwater planning, including on how all other
objectives of this national policy statement are given effect to.
Policy D1
Local authorities shall take reasonable steps to:
a) involve iwi and hapū in the management of fresh water and freshwater
ecosystems in the region,
b) work with iwi and hapū to identify tangata whenua values and
interests in fresh water and freshwater ecosystems in the region, and
c) reflect tangata whenua values and interests in the management of, and
decision-making regarding, fresh water and freshwater ecosystems in
the region.
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010
38.

The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS) has one objective
and two policies that specifically recognise mana whenua interests in
management of the coastal environment:
Objective 3
‘To take account of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, recognise the
role of tangata whenua as kaitiaki and provide for tangata whenua
involvement in management of the coastal environment by:


recognising the ongoing and enduring relationship of tangata whenua
over their lands, rohe and resources;



promoting meaningful relationships and interactions between tangata
whenua and persons exercising functions and powers under the RMA;
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incorporating mātauranga Māori into sustainable management
practices; and



recognising and protecting characteristics of the coastal environment
that are of special value to tangata whenua.’

39.

Policy 2 provides a set of strong requirements to take account of the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi, and kaitiakitanga, in relation to the coastal
environment, including:
a)

recognising traditional and continuing cultural relationships with areas
of the coastal environment;

b)

involving tangata whenua in the preparation of regional policy
statements and plans, and undertaking effective consultation;

c)

incorporating mātauranga Māori in regional policy statements, in
plans, and in the consideration of applications for resource consents;

d)

providing opportunities for Māori involvement in decision-making;

e)

taking into account relevant iwi resource management planning
documents;

f)

providing opportunities for tangata whenua to exercise kaitiakitanga
over waters, forests, lands, and fisheries in the coastal environment;
and

g)

recognising the importance of Māori values through such methods as
historic heritage, landscape and cultural impact assessments; and
providing

for

the

identification,

assessment,

protection

and

management of areas or sites of significance or special value to Māori.
40.

Policy 17 requires identification and protection of historic heritage sites in the
coastal environment from inappropriate subdivision, use and development,
including by:
a)

NATRP-1620937158-990
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b)

providing for the integrated management of such sites in collaboration
with relevant councils, heritage agencies, iwi authorities and kaitiaki.

Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region 2013
41.

The Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region 2013 (RPS)
identifies the following significant resource management issues for iwi
authorities:


lack of involvement in resource management decision-making;



loss of mauri, particularly in relation to fresh and coastal waters;



continuing loss of quality, quantity, and access to mahinga kai and natural
resources used for customary purposes; and



degradation and destruction of places, sites and areas with spiritual,
cultural or historic heritage value to tangata whenua.

42.

RPS Objectives 23-28 address matters of significance to tangata whenua:
Objective 23: The region’s iwi authorities and local authorities work together
under Treaty partner principles for the sustainable management of the region’s
environment for the benefit and well-being of the regional community, both
now and in the future.
Objective 24: The principles of the Treaty of Waitangi are taken into account
in a systematic way when resource management decisions are made.
Objective 25: The concept of kaitiakitanga is integrated into the sustainable
management of the Wellington Region’s natural and physical resources.
Objective 26: Mauri is sustained, particularly in relation to coastal and fresh
waters.
Objective 27: Mahinga kai and natural resources used for customary purposes
are maintained and enhanced, and these resources are healthy and accessible
to tangata whenua.
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Objective 28: The cultural relationship of Māori with their ancestral lands,
water, sites, wähi tapu and other taonga is maintained.
43.

Policies 23 and 24 direct regional plans to identify and protect ecosystems and
habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity values, including those of
significance to tangata whenua. Policy 23 states that ecosystems or habitats are
significant where:
(e)

Tangata whenua values: the ecosystem or habitat contains
characteristics of special spiritual, historical or cultural significance
to tangata whenua identified in accordance with tikanga Māori.

44.

Policy 49: Recognising and providing for matters of significance to tangata
whenua – consideration
When preparing a change, variation or review of a district or regional plan,
the following matters shall be recognised and provided for:
(a) the exercise of kaitiakitanga;
(b) mauri, particularly in relation to fresh and coastal waters;
(c) mahinga kai and areas of natural resources used for customary purposes;
and (d) places, sites and areas with significant spiritual or cultural
historic heritage value to tangata whenua.

45.

Policy 61: Allocation of responsibilities for land use controls for indigenous
biodiversity
The Council shall be responsible for developing objectives, policies, rules
and/or methods in regional plans for the control of the use of land to maintain
and enhance ecosystems in water bodies and coastal water. This includes land
within the CMA, wetlands and the beds of lakes and rivers.

46.

The most relevant RPS methods include:
Method 4: Consideration – resource consents, notices of requirement and
when changing, varying or reviewing plans;

NATRP-1620937158-990
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Method 13: Information about best practice for earthworks to protect Māori
archaeological sites, other significant sites and köiwi;
Method 38: Iwi authorities prepare planning documents;
Method 39: Prepare protocols for tangata whenua access to mahinga kai and
natural resources used for customary purposes on public land; and
Method 49: Investigate use of Māori names for rivers, lakes and places of
cultural significance in the region.
47.

I note that a Council decision was made in August 2014 to use the term mana
whenua (authority over land) instead of tangata whenua (people of the land) in
order to clarify when Council is referring to its iwi partners rather than other
Māori residents of the region. This gives emphasis to the role of Māori in
decision-making, with the term mana whenua denoting those with the authority
to make decisions over customary matters (GWRC 2015b).

Iwi management plans
48.

There are three iwi management plans relevant to the Wellington Region:
a)

Raukawa Environmental Management Plan 2015 prepared by Ngāti
Raukawa ki te Tonga

b)

Parangarahu Lakes Area Co-Management Plan prepared by Port
Nicholson Block Settlement Trust

c)

Wellington Harbour Islands Kaitiaki Plan 2012–2017 prepared by Port
Nicholson Block Settlement Trust.

49.

As discussed in the evidence of Mr Grace, the provisions of the proposed Plan
have a significantly stronger regulatory effect than these iwi management
plans; in particular by identifying sites and areas of cultural significance and
linking iwi values and attributes directly to objectives, policies and rules.

50.

The limitations of these iwi management plans were the primary motivation for
iwi committing to review the operative regional plans in partnership with
Council. Iwi considered that the requirement for Council to ‘take into account’
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iwi management plans (under RMA s66(2A)(a)) was insufficient to address
their concerns relating to water quality and that participation in the Te Upoko
Taiao – Natural Resource Management Committee (Te Upoko Taiao) enabled
them to better express their role as mana whenua kaitiaki within regional
resource management. Iwi input to the proposed Plan has included the
identification of values and relationships with areas and sites of significance
and the development of objectives, policies and rules to trigger responses that
recognise and provide for these.

NATRP-1620937158-990
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6.

Background

6.1

Overview of the issues

51.

Mana whenua relationships with land and water are both extensive and
discrete, operating at a regional and catchment level, as well as at a sitespecific level.

6.1.1
52.

Loss of mana whenua relationships with land and water
The traditional relationships of mana whenua with land and water are a matter
of national importance under section 6(e) of the RMA. In the Māori world
view, the health and well-being of the physical world is fundamental to, and
synonymous with, human identity and well-being. Individual hapū and iwi
have special relationships with specific rivers, mountains and other natural
features as entities that define and support their existence. It is important to
recognise the pervasive and extensive nature of mana whenua values and
relationships with water bodies across the region and throughout catchments,
as compared to a relationship with a particular site.

53.

Adverse effects on these traditional relationships with the environment, due to
a variety of reasons, is a critical issue for the mana whenua of the Wellington
Region, including:
a)

A general decline in water quality in water bodies across the region,
particularly in the larger bodies of water that have a long history of
resource use, often associated with large populations.
For example, the overall ecological health of Te Awarua o Porirua –
Porirua Harbour, a particularly significant area for Ngāti Toa
Rangatira, has been adversely affected by the build-up of sediment,
nutrients and stormwater contaminants (GWRC 2015a).

b)

A loss of mahinga kai.
For example, 55 percent of the freshwater fish species in the region
are classified as threatened or at risk of extinction (up from 25 percent
in the early 1990s) (Goodman et al. 2014). As discussed in the
evidence of Mr Grace, all the iwi of the region express concern
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regarding the significant decline in the abundance and health of
mahinga kai species. This has resulted in a reluctance or inability to
harvest some species due to concerns about whether there are
sufficient numbers for sustainable harvest and the potential effects of
disease and contamination on human health through consumption. An
inability to undertake cultural harvest is a significant limitation on
Māori relationships with the environment as this is how traditional
practices are maintained and inter-generational transmission of
cultural knowledge takes place. Mahinga kai loss also impacts interiwi relationships by limiting iwi ability to provide traditional food as
part of cultural interactions – manaakitanga.2
c)

An inability to use sites of significance for cultural purposes due to the
effects of activities at these places or in the wider catchment.
For example, Wairarapa iwi can no longer undertake tohi rites
(baptismal ceremony) at traditional sites on the Ruamāhanga River
due to the discharge of human waste and deterioration of water quality
associated with land use. Swimming sites have also been lost due to
river management activities associated with flood protection and
gravel extraction.

d)

A general inability to participate in and influence the decisions that
iwi believe are contributing to this decline. Iwi consider that Council’s
traditional consultation models have not enabled their values to
influence decision-making. Key reasons for this, as discussed in Mr
Grace’s evidence, include:
i)

Iwi are not engaged in decision-making processes from the
outset and are not able to have input into influencing the
process. This means that Māori input is often reactive and
arrives late in the process. Consequently, Māori input into

2

manaakitanga: hospitality, kindness, generosity, support – the process of showing respect, generosity
and care for others (maoridictionary.co.nz)
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decision-making can suffer from insufficient time and
resources.
ii)

A lack of understanding by decision-makers of mātauranga
Māori (Māori knowledge systems).

iii)

A lack of Māori data and/or a reluctance to accept
information presented using Māori methodology.

iv)

A reluctance by iwi to identify sites as this could put their
values at risk.

6.1.2
54.

Degradation of significant sites for mana whenua
The degradation and destruction of specific places, sites and areas with
spiritual, cultural or historic heritage value to mana whenua is another
significant issue for mana whenua, with the protection and restoration of place
being a key matter identified in the RPS (RPS Section 3.5, Historic Heritage).
Note that the allocation of responsibilities in the RPS under Policy 61 means
that the significant sites addressed within the proposed Plan are restricted to
ecosystems within a water body, including the beds of lakes and rivers and
wetlands, or the CMA.

55.

Significant sites are often associated with sites where people reside (such as pā,
marae, papakainga and tauranga waka), bathing areas and places known for
taniwha or particular ritual use. Sites can still be significant even if they have
been highly modified. For example, Henley Lake is valued as a remnant of an
area of once extensive wetlands and streams. Even though the lake has been
highly modified, mana whenua continue to recognise values such as mahinga
kai and waka ama and identify the importance of improving the lake’s water
quality to support the well-being of the Ruamāhanga River. Other sites are
associated with a particular ecosystem or living resource that is valued for
mahinga kai or a specific cultural use. For example, Waimanu Lagoon is
valued by Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai for mahinga kai and Lake
Waiorongomai is valued by Ngā Hāpu ō Ōtaki as a place of ritual cleansing.
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6.2

Operative plans – provision for mana whenua values

56.

The operative Regional Freshwater Plan (Freshwater Plan) and Regional
Coastal Plan (Coastal Plan) both include specific provisions to address issues
of concern to mana whenua, including objectives and policies that clearly
identify mana whenua issues and priorities. However, a review of these
provisions concluded (GWRC 2015b):
a)

Some of the objectives are weak. For example Objective 4.1.14 in the
Coastal Plan recognises and provides for mana whenua values, but
limits the response to when it is ‘practicable’.

b)

The objectives and policies are only given effect through nonregulatory methods and there is no evidence that these methods have
been implemented. For example, while there are policies in both the
Freshwater Plan and Coastal Plan (e.g. Freshwater Plan Policy 4.2.1)
that require that sites of special value to tangata whenua are managed
to avoid adverse effects on cultural values, the methods to achieve this
(e.g. Freshwater Plan Method 8.1.1 – see below) have not been
implemented.
‘The Wellington Regional Council will:
8.1.1 Investigate, with tangata whenua, methods of identifying,
recording, and protecting sites of special value to the tangata
whenua to give effect to Policy 4.2.1. Where appropriate, the
Council will:
• help establish appropriate protocols for managing such
information, including the use of silent files, the
development of a waahi tapu inventory, and iwi planning
documents; and
• consider the inclusion of a table of sites of special value to
the tangata whenua in this Plan by way of a Plan change.’

57.

The operative Regional Plan for Discharges to Land includes no objectives
relating to Maori values and Policy 4.2.12, which addresses the management of
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discharges of human effluent, only requires that “particular consideration” be
given to iwi management plans or statements of tangata whenua views.
58.

The review concluded that implementation of these plans has not been
effective in providing for the relationship of Māori with natural resources,
neglecting to address the priorities that the plans clearly establish.

6.3

Consultation

59.

A large number of meetings (more than 11 in the first phase of engagement
with iwi) were held to discuss issues of concern to mana whenua to assist in the
preparation of the proposed Plan (refer to the evidence of Mr Grace and the
section 42A officer’s report: Section 32 and consultation).

60.

Key meetings, in terms of managing areas and sites with significant mana
whenua values, included:
a)

meetings with the Kaitiaki Group3 to establish terms of reference for
the identification of areas and sites of significance to mana whenua,
agree on criteria and a process for identifying these areas and sites,
and identify how provisions in the proposed Plan could effectively
interact with the schedules of sites;

b)

meetings with individual iwi to establish a mandate and identify
kaitiaki to develop the schedules of areas and sites of significance;

c)

regular meetings with iwi to brief them on the process of, and progress
with, developing the proposed Plan; and

d)

regular briefings of Ara Tahi Iwi (the Council’s governance
partnership group).

3

A group comprising kaitiaki with expertise in iwi history or planning who were mandated by the six iwi
of the Wellington Region to provide advice to the Council
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6.4

Overview of the policy framework of the proposed Plan

6.4.1
61.

Overview
Due to the integrated nature of the proposed Plan, mana whenua relationships
with land and water resources are provided for by a suite of connected
objectives and policies. For example, while there are specific policies to protect
sites of significance to mana whenua, these sites will also benefit from
objectives and policies to manage water quality across the region. This
integrated approach of the proposed Plan is discussed in the Ms Greenberg’s
section 42A report ‘Part A: Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan’.

6.4.2
62.

Managing relationships of significance to mana whenua (Ngā
Taonga Nui a Kiwa – Schedule B)
As part of the preparation of the proposed Plan, the iwi of the Wellington
Region agreed to identify their most important water bodies, being those water
bodies from which they derive cultural and spiritual identity, their status as
mana whenua and associated responsibilities, including those of kaitiaki. These
water bodies are collectively known as Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa and are listed
in Schedule B, along with a list of their huanga or positive attributes.

63.

Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa is defined in the proposed Plan as:
‘Those large freshwater and coastal entities from which mana whenua derive
cultural and spiritual identity, their status as mana whenua and the associated
responsibilities that come with that including those of kaitiaki. These places
are the larger rivers and harbours that have a long history of multiple and
complex resource use associated with large populations. Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa emphasises the importance of mana whenua relationships with rivers,
lakes, harbours and estuaries.’

64.

The identification of Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa explicitly link iwi with largescale water resources (e.g., Te Awa ō Ōtaki/ Ōtaki River) that have a wide
range of uses and a mix of values for both mana whenua and the wider
community. Many of these water resources, although special to mana whenua,
are degraded.
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65.

As part of the development of the proposed Plan, kaitiaki acknowledged that,
while they would like areas identified as Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa to be pristine
and protected in the proposed Plan in the same way that outstanding freshwater
bodies are protected, this is not practical or achievable during the life of the
proposed Plan. In the short-term, kaitiaki consider Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa to
provide a list of priorities for restoration, particularly for the whaitua
committees to provide for as part of the development of Whaitua
Implementation Programmes (WIPs) (Marr and Moore, unpub). The concept
and process of the Council’s whaitua programme, the way in which the
whaitua chapters interact with the region-wide chapters of the proposed Plan,
and the role of whaitua committees and WIPs are addressed in the section 42A
officer’s report ‘Part A: Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan’ and in
the evidence of Mr Smaill.

66.

Figure 1 sets out the policy framework of the proposed Plan to manage
relationships of significance to mana whenua.
Issue
Decline in mana
whenua relationships
with land and water

Objective 016
The relationship of
mana whenua with Ngā
Taonga Nui a Kiwa is
recognised and
provided for

Policy P18
Mana whenua
relationships with
Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa

Schedule B

Map 2

Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa

Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa (Schedule B)

Figure 1: Policy framework to manage significant mana whenua relationships with
land and water

67.

Objective O16, Policy P18 and Methods M25 and M26 focus on recognising
and providing for the relationships of mana whenua with Ngā Taonga Nui a
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Kiwa, supporting restoration efforts, and providing for iwi to contribute to the
assessment of resource consent applications associated with these resources.
6.4.3
68.

Managing sites of significance to mana whenua (Schedule C)
Schedule C provides a list of more discrete sites that are significant to mana
whenua and which mana whenua consider require additional protection and/or
restoration from the impacts of land use, works in the beds of lakes and rivers,
and direct and non-point discharges.

69.

Figure 2 sets out the policy framework of the proposed Plan to manage sites of
significance to mana whenua.
Issue
Degradation of sites of
significance

Objective 033
Sites with significant
mana whenua values
are protected and
restored

Policy P45

Rules

Managing adverse
effects on sites with
significant mana
whenua values

Across a range of
topics e.g. beds of
lakes and rivers,
discharges to land

Policy P44
Protection and/or
restoration of Schedule
C sites

Schedule C

Maps 3-7

Sites of significance to
mana whenua

Sites of significance for
mana whenua

Figure 2: Policy framework to manage sites of significance to mana whenua
70.

Objective O33, Policies P44 and P45 and Methods M25 and M26 provide for
the protection and restoration of Schedule C sites. In preparing the proposed
Plan the Council carried out a review to identify activities that pose a potential
risk to the values of Schedule C sites and developed a suite of rules to
safeguard against adverse effects. Policy P45 establishes a mitigation
hierarchy. Where a resource consent is required, Policy P45 requires resource
users to engage directly with mana whenua and, in situations where resource
use may have a more than minor adverse effect on specified mana whenua
values, requires the preparation of a cultural impact assessment (CIA). CIAs
are a useful tool, especially in major projects, with potential issues identified
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and addressed prior to a project being given consent, either by avoidance (e.g.
changing design plans to avoid a site), or by remedial or mitigation measures.
71.

It is expected that additional provisions will be included in the whaitua
chapters of the proposed Plan (by RMA Schedule 1 variation or plan change)
which will identify mana whenua values in more detail and, amongst other
measures, specify how sub- or whole catchment water quality and quantity
limits will provide for these and other specific values. The whaitua committees
include members nominated by iwi. Further detail on the rationale for, and
process used by, the whaitua committees is discussed in the evidence of Mr
Smaill.

6.5

Implementation of the proposed Plan

72.

The proposed Plan was notified on 31 July 2015 and its provisions have had
legal effect since that date. The Hearing Panel has requested feedback on
experience with implementing the proposed Plan. The following matters may
assist the Hearing Panel in considering both the effectiveness of the proposed
Plan’s provisions and the appropriateness of any recommended amendments.

73.

Feedback from mana whenua is that they appreciate the extra focus being given
by the Council to protect relationships, areas and sites of significance to mana
whenua; being notified about proposed activities within areas and sites listed in
Schedules B and C (Policies P18 and P45), and given an opportunity to
comment on the appropriateness of these activities and influence the way in
which they are carried out.

74.

Mana whenua have had direct involvement in at least six resource consent
applications since August 2015 due to their involvement in the CIA process
(e.g. Jim Cooke stopbank reconstruction, and Kāpiti District Council
stormwater). I note that prior to notification of the proposed Plan, while there
was no statutory requirement for applicants or the Council to prepare or
commission a CIA, there was an expectation from Council that applicants
provide a CIA for any activity which had potential to cause more than minor
adverse effects on mana whenua values. The provisions of the proposed Plan
strengthen this by making a CIA a requirement, rather than an expectation, and
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by clearly identifying the significant sites, areas and their values on maps and
in schedules within the proposed Plan.
75.

At a recent meeting held to review the effectiveness of CIAs (November 2016)
members of Poutiriau, a group which provides advice across Council on
operational issues from a Māori perspective, expressed concern about recent
cases where CIAs had been prepared by parties who had not been given a
mandate to do so by the relevant iwi authority. To be meaningful, an
assessment of cultural values, relationships and the potential effects of a
proposed activity must be prepared by a person who has the appropriate
knowledge and authority to do so. For example, some information might only
be held by specially mandated people. For these reasons, under Issue 2.4, I
recommend that an amendment is made to Section 2 of the proposed Plan so
that the definition for a CIA specifies that a CIA can only be prepared by a
suitably qualified person mandated by mana whenua.

76.

Preparation of a joint management plan for a Schedule C site (Kourarau Stream
and Reservoir) and the surrounding area was initiated as a result of
relationships developed during pre-hearing meetings held to address
submissions regarding the scheduled boundaries of the site. This has been a
constructive process, bringing together landholders, mana whenua, Wellington
Fish & Game, and the Council, improving the understanding of resource
values, strengthening relationships, and improving environmental outcomes
without requiring regulatory measures.

6.6

Overview of submissions received

77.

There were around 150 submission points made on provisions relevant to areas
and sites with significant mana whenua values. Of these, around 60 were in a
common format prepared by the submitter Land Matters. A list of all common
format submitters is included in Appendix C of the Part A Report: Introduction
and Procedural Matters.

78.

Individual submitters who used a common format are generally represented in
the evaluations by reference to one relevant submission point so as to avoid
unnecessary repetition.
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6.7

Key issues raised in submissions

79.

I have set out my analysis of submissions on Objectives O16 and O33, Policies
P18, P44 and P45, Schedules B and C and the related maps and interpretations
under the following issue headings:
Issue 1 – Managing areas with significant values for mana whenua Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa
1.2

Approach to managing Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa (Objective O16 and
Policy P18)

Issue 2 – Managing sites with significant values for mana whenua
2.1

Use of the terms ‘protect and restore’ (Objective O33 and Policy P44)

2.2

Management provisions tailored to specific sites

2.3

The mitigation hierarchy (Policy P45)

2.4

Interpretation of the term ‘cultural impact assessment’

2.5

Provision for existing uses and regionally significant infrastructure

2.6

Consent of iwi authority

Issue 3 – Schedule B: Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa
3.1

Site-specific amendments to Schedule B and maps

Issue 4 – Schedule C: Sites with significant values for mana whenua
4.1

Site-specific amendments to Schedule C and maps.

6.8

Pre-hearing meetings

80.

Seven Schedule C sites were the subject of pre-hearing meetings. A summary
of these meetings is set out below. Details of the pre-hearing meetings,
including my recommendations, are included in Section 7, Issue 4. The prehearing meeting notes, which have been prepared and circulated in accordance
with RMA section 99 clauses (5) and (6), are attached in Appendix D.
a)
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Resolution was reached with respect to submissions from David and
Pip Blackwood and Mike and Julia Murray (S61/001); Sport Fly
Fishing New Zealand Incorporated (S71/001); Graham Evans
(S86/003); and Wellington Fish & Game (S52/002), regarding
‘Kourarau Stream and Reservoir’ in Schedule C5, with agreement to
amend the site boundary and rename the site ‘Kourarau Stream and
Wetland’. A side agreement was also reached between mana whenua,
submitters and the Council to prepare a joint management plan to
improve the management of the reservoir, the inlet stream and the
surrounding wetlands to better support environmental values.
b)

Henley Lake
Two pre-hearing meetings were held with the Masterton District
Council (MDC) (S367/004) to discuss inclusion of Henley Lake in
Schedule C5. As a result of these meetings, MDC acknowledged the
significant mana whenua values and relationships associated with
Henley Lake, but continue to oppose inclusion of the site in Schedule
C5 due to possible resource consent requirements for activities which
MDC may wish to undertake within this site.

c)

Motukairangi coast, Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs, Whareama
River mouth and coast
Resolution was reached with respect to a submission from Glen and
Angie Meredith (S432/001), landowners of Orui Station, regarding
three contiguous sites in Schedule C5 (Motukairangi coast,
Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs, and Whareama River mouth
and coast). Agreement was reached to reduce the number and extent
of these sites.

d)

Ngakauau Stream mouth and coast and Otahome (Otahaumi) Stream
mouth and foreshore
A pre-hearing meeting was held with Anders and Emily Crofoot
(S304/013), landowners of Castlepoint Station, regarding two sites in
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Schedule C5: Ngakauau Stream mouth and coast and Otahome
(Otahaumi) Stream mouth and foreshore. Anders and Emily Crofoot
do not acknowledge that any significant mana whenua values exist at
either of these sites. No resolution was reached.
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7.

Evaluation of submissions and recommendations

Issue 1.
Managing Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa (Objective O16
and Policy P18)
Issue 1 Background
81.

Schedule B identifies 18 broad areas of most significance to mana whenua
(Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa). These places are, in most instances, the larger
rivers, lakes, estuaries and harbours, such as Wellington Harbour (Port
Nicholson), Te Awarua o Porirua (Porirua Harbour), and Wairarapa Moana
(Lake Wairarapa). Schedule B is supported by a series of maps and a list of
huanga or positive attributes associated with the water body.

82.

The identification of Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa in a schedule provides
stakeholders and the wider community with certainty about which places are of
special interest to iwi and decision-makers. It also identifies which water
bodies mana whenua would like the whaitua process to recognise as priorities.

83.

Objective O16, Policy P18, and Methods M25 and M26 set out the
management approach for Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa.

84.

Objective O16 emphasises the importance of mana whenua relationships with
their most significant entities and requires that these relationships are
recognised and provided for in the management of these places. The objective
recognises that iwi identity and well-being is inextricable from that of Ngā
Taonga Nui a Kiwa and requires applicants and regulatory authorities to
provide for those relationships in the use and management of resources.

85.

The management approach promulgated by Policy P18 is, essentially, a nonregulatory approach. This policy requires that decision-makers have particular
regard to the values and huanga identified in Schedule B, and that they inform
iwi authorities of relevant resource consent applications relating to Ngā Taonga
Nui a Kiwa (RMA section 104(1) Consideration of effects). Policy P18 also
includes support for iwi-led restoration initiatives and iwi monitoring.

86.

Methods M25 and M26 provide for the Council to work with iwi to assist
communities understand and provide for mana whenua values, and encourage
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mana whenua kaitiaki to be involved in resource consent processes; with both
methods highlighting the significance of Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa.
87.

This non-regulatory approach was considered by mana whenua and the Council
to be more appropriate than requiring the protection of these extensive water
bodies, recognising that their existing ‘state’ and the high level of existing
resource use will require a specific sub-catchment or catchment-wide
management approach to be developed, involving detailed resource
investigations and community consultation. Complex and multiple resource use
means that it is difficult to establish regulatory protection at an entity scale
without affecting the regulatory status of the many existing day-to-day
activities that occur in these places. The expectation is that this level of detail
will be provided for by the work of the whaitua committees, with Schedule B
providing a list of priorities for them to address.

Submissions and assessment
88.

Objective O16 was subject to 14 submission points – 11 of these support the
objective as is, while three submissions request amendments. Policy P18
received only six submission points - two of these support the policy as written,
while four request amendments.

89.

Rangitāne o Wairarapa Incorporated (Rangitāne o Wairarapa) (S279/027)
supports Objective O16 but requests that amendments be made to both this
objective and Policy P18, to provide for the protection of Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa sites. Federated Farmers (FS54/008, FS54/023) opposes these
submissions as it considers that these sites are also important for other sectors
of the community and that the primary task for the proposed Plan and whaitua
is to arrive at an agreed balance across values to achieve the purpose of the
RMA.

90.

Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki (S309/024) (partly opposed by Federated Farmers,
FS54/052) requests that Schedule B sites be addressed by Policies P44 and P45
(which require the protection and restoration of Schedule C sites).

91.

As discussed in Section 6.4, the proposed Plan deliberately distinguishes
between broad sites of special association (Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa specified
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in Schedule B), which will be ‘recognised and provided for’ and the ‘protection
and restoration’ of more discrete sites identified in Schedule C.
92.

In my opinion, ‘protection’ is an inherently stronger requirement than
‘recognise and provide for’. The Oxford English Dictionary defines the word
‘protect’ as ‘to keep safe, defend, guard, etc.’ and ‘protection’ as ‘the act or an
instance of protecting’. This interpretation is supported by the recent decision
of the Environment Court in Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New
Zealand Inc. v New Plymouth District Council [2015] NZEnvC 2019.

93.

As discussed, the rationale for the distinction between managing Schedule B
and Schedule C sites is that it is difficult to establish ‘protection’ at a regional
or catchment scale without requiring resource consent for many activities
across most of the region. Identifying the levels of resource use that will enable
values at these scales to be protected is likely to require a range of detailed
resource investigations, accompanied by community consultation, for example
to identify resource-specific limits (such as nutrient load and water allocation
limits). It is my understanding that this level of detail will be added
progressively to the proposed Plan as Council resources and priorities allow.
The whaitua process will provide an important mechanism for initiating these
investigations and evaluations, triggering plan changes or variations to add
details specifying how individual water bodies and/or whole catchments will be
managed.

94.

In the meantime, Policy P18 operates at a region-wide scale, highlighting the
significance of the sites and values listed in Schedule B, supporting and
implementing restoration and monitoring initiatives, and ensuring that iwi
authorities are advised of any resource consent applications triggered by a rule
under another part of the proposed Plan that are relevant to these sites. Council
will also encourage mana whenua kaitiaki involvement in resource consent
processes, particularly within Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa (Method M26).

95.

In my opinion, the decisions made jointly by the Council and the kaitiaki group
in drafting this policy approach are appropriate. ‘Recognise and provide for’ as
required by RMA section 6, and given effect to in the proposed Plan by a non-
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regulatory method and RMA section 104(1) consideration of effects, is still a
strong policy approach.
96.

I also note that I do not agree with the claim by Federated Farmers (FS54/008)
that ‘the primary task for the proposed Plan and whaitua is to arrive at an
agreed balance across values’. As noted by the Environment Court (Bleakley v
Environmental Risk Management A uthority [2001] 3 NZLR 213 (HC) and
Harrison v Tasman DC [1994] NZRMA 193 (PT), the requirement to
‘recognise and provide for’ section 6 matters implies that they have a
significant priority and cannot merely be an equal part of a general balancing
exercise. A policy that envisages that something will be ‘recognised and
provided for’ is obligatory in nature and provides a strong policy direction that
the matter in question will be addressed. It is not simply a matter of
considering a factor and then disregarding it – it must be ‘provided for’.

97.

Rangitāne o Wairarapa (S279/083) also requests that the note associated with
Policy P18 be deleted as it ‘is redundant and does not reflect the statutory
obligations of the Council under the RMA’.
[Note to Policy P18:
‘The whaitua committees will take all reasonable steps to reflect the mana
whenua values and interests for Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa in the development of
Whaitua Implementation Programmes’.]

98.

As discussed in Section 6.4.2, in the long-term mana whenua would like Ngā
Taonga Nui a Kiwa to be pristine and protected by provisions in the regional
plan, but they recognise that this is not practical or achievable over the life of
the proposed Plan. My understanding (based on both the unpublished report of
Marr and Moore, and the evidence of Mr Grace) is that, in the short term,
kaitiaki see Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa as a list of priorities for restoration,
particularly through the implementation of WIPs. Although RMA section 6(e)
already requires that these relationships are recognised and provided for, and
the NPS-FM specifically requires that mana whenua values and interests are
reflected in freshwater management and decision-making, in my opinion this
note should be retained as it emphasises the role of whaitua in addressing the
priorities already identified by mana whenua.
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99.

Federated Farmers (S352/067), opposed by Rangitāne o Wairarapa (FS74/033)
and Wellington Fish & Game (FS89/023), requests that Objective O16 focus
only on the most significant water bodies and most significant relationships in
Schedule B to assist whaitua, and to support prioritising sites for restoration
over time.

100.

RMA section 6(e) requires that ‘the relationship of Māori and their culture and
traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other
taonga’ be recognised and provided for. This is not restricted to only the ‘most
significant’ relationships and sites. However, in identifying Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa, mana whenua have already identified those water bodies with which
they have the most significant relationships and which the ‘Note’ clearly
identifies as priorities for the whaitua process. For these reasons, I see no
reason for further limitation or prioritisation within Objective O16.

101.

Egon Guttke (S14/017 and S14/018), supported by two further submitters,
raises concerns around the use of the wording in Policy P18(a) ‘have particular
regard to the values...’ as the submitter considers that this appears to give
priority to Māori values, which the submitter considers to be inappropriate,
especially in areas of privately owned land. The submitter is also concerned
about the potential for kaupapa monitoring (Policy P18(d)) to require access to
privately owned land.

102.

The relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga is a matter of national
importance under RMA section 6(e). The Environment Court has noted that the
requirement to ‘recognise and provide for’ section 6 matters implies that they
have a significant priority and cannot merely be an equal part of a general
balancing exercise (Bleakley v Environmental Risk Management Authority
[2001] 3 NZLR 213 (HC) and Harrison v Tasman DC [1994] NZRMA 193
(PT).

103.

Use of the word ‘particular’ in Policy P18(a) highlights the significance of Ngā
Taonga Nui a Kiwa sites as being of special importance for mana whenua and,
in my opinion, is consistent with giving effect to RMA section 6. Delivery of
Policy P18 requires that decision-makers inform iwi authorities of relevant
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resource consent applications relating to Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa. This does
not necessarily give priority to Māori values, but rather ensures that iwi have
the opportunity to make their views known on the values of a site and the
potential effects of an activity which can then be considered as part of the
process of evaluating a resource consent application.
104.

Kaupapa monitoring will not necessarily require access to private property and,
if it does, Council officers will need to contact landowners to receive their
permission to access private property. Council powers of entry and search
under the RMA are restricted to matters of inspection, survey and search
specified in RMA sections 332, 333 and 334. These provisions do not extend to
state of the environment monitoring anticipated by Policy P18.

105.

DairyNZ and Fonterra (S316/051) request that Policy P18 be amended to
clarify who is responsible for the actions.

106.

Clauses (b), (c) and (d) of Policy P18 are actions that are anticipated to be led
by the Council while clause (a) is relevant to landowners and resource users,
resource consent applicants and Council resource consent officers. While
Policy P18 could be clarified by specifying this, this would be equally valid for
other policies and an amendment to Policy P18 would necessitate amendments
across all policies. It is my understanding that attribution of responsibility for
clause (d) to the Council was specified to address landowner concerns raised
during the draft Plan process that they would be expected to carry out kaupapa
monitoring. For these reasons, while I consider that it is appropriate for Policy
P18(d) to specify who is responsible for implementation, I do not consider that
this is necessary for Policy P18 clauses (a), (b) or (c).

107.

Carterton District Council (S301/025) requests that Objective O16 be amended
to recognise the need for time.

108.

The provisions of the proposed Plan that the Council will implement to work
towards achieving Objective O16 (Policy P18 and Methods M25 and M26) are
all non-regulatory and will be implemented over the proposed Plan’s 10-year
life-time. There is no expectation or regulatory requirement that Objective O16
be achieved by any particular date. In my opinion, adding the clause ‘over
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time’ is both meaningless (if no timeframe is stated then implementation will
be ‘over time’ by its very nature) and unnecessary. If added, this phrase would
need to be repeated across all the objectives of the proposed Plan.
Issue 1 Summary of recommendation
109.

No change to Objective O16 or Policy P18.
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Issue 2.

Managing sites of significance to mana whenua

Issue 2 Background
110.

Identification of specific sites of significance is a matter of great sensitivity to
mana whenua who, in the past, have been reluctant to identify significant sites
in public documents. This has resulted in these sites remaining vulnerable to
degradation and has not enabled the prioritisation or resourcing of strategies to
protect these places.

111.

As discussed in the evidence of Mr Grace, in developing the proposed Plan
Council was determined to resolve this issue, developing a relationship with
mana whenua that enabled the scheduling of significant sites by each of the six
iwi of the Wellington Region.

112.

As discussed in Section 6.3, the identification of significant sites for mana
whenua was the subject of extensive collaboration between Council and mana
whenua including:
a) establishment of terms of reference for the identification of areas and
sites of significance to mana whenua
b) definition of criteria and a process for identifying these areas and sites
c) selection of kaitiaki to prepare the lists of significant sites for each iwi
d) preparation of maps and lists of significant sites and their values based
on review of available resource information, interviews with kaumātua,
and site visits.

113.

The criteria for listing a site within Schedule C of the proposed Plan are that
the site:
a)

is in a water body or CMA and within the jurisdiction of the Council
and

b)
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c)

would benefit from specific regulatory protection from the impacts of
land use, works in the beds of lakes and rivers, and/or direct and nonpoint discharges and

d)

is not extensive or excessively complex in order for regulation to
protect it.

114.

Schedule C identifies both the significant values and the mana whenua
associated with the site. Mr Grace’s evidence explains the criteria and process
used by mana whenua to identify these sites.

115.

Schedule C lists 163 sites across the Wellington Region. While this sounds like
a large number of sites, when viewed at a regional scale, and recognising that
these sites only relate to areas associated with the beds of lakes and rivers,
wetlands, and the CMA, the total area encompassed by Schedule C is minimal
(Map 1).
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Map 1: Schedule C Sites of significance to mana whenua in the Wellington Region
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Policy framework to manage sites with significant mana whenua values
116.

Objective O33, Policies P44 and P45, a suite of rules (Table 3), and Methods
M25 and M26 work together to manage sites with significant mana whenua
values.

117.

Objective O33 establishes the desired outcome to ‘protect and restore’ sites
with significant mana whenua values, while Policy P44 focuses protection and
restoration on sites listed in Schedule C.

118.

The terms ‘protect and restore’ in Objective O33 and Policy P44 derive from
(emphasis by underline is mine):
a)

RPS Objective 16: Indigenous ecosystems and habitats with
significant biodiversity values are maintained and restored to a healthy
functioning state.

b)

RPS Policies 23 and 24 require the identification and protection of
ecosystems and habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity
values.

c)

RPS Policy 23 states that ecosystems and habitats will be considered
significant if they meet one or more of the following criteria: (e)
tangata

whenua

values:

the

ecosystem

or

habitat

contains

characteristics of special spiritual, historical or cultural significance to
tangata whenua, identified in accordance with tikanga Māori.
d)

RPS Policy 24: ‘District and regional plans shall include policies,
rules and methods to protect indigenous ecosystems and habitats with
significant

indigenous

biodiversity values

from

inappropriate

subdivision, use and development.’
119.

Policy P45 sets the framework for managing the adverse effects of activities on
Schedule C sites. In the first instance, the policy encourages the avoidance of
activities within scheduled sites. If the site cannot be avoided, the policy
requires that ‘more than minor’ effects are evaluated using a CIA, with
resource users required to engage directly with mana whenua.
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120.

The proposed Plan includes a suite of rules that specifically refer to Schedule C
sites. Table 3 lists these rules and also shows the activity status that would
apply if the site was not designated within Schedule C.
Table 3: Rules relevant to Schedule C sites
Discharges to water

If not within a Schedule C
site

R51

Stormwater from a
local authority
network two years
after public
notification

Restricted discretionary activity:
Adverse effects in Schedule C
sites is one of 4 matters for
discretion

Activity is still a RDA

R52

Stormwater from
large sites

Restricted discretionary activity:
Adverse effects in Schedule C
sites is one of 3 matters for
discretion

Activity is still a RDA

Land use
R97

Access to the beds of
surface water bodies
by livestock

Permitted activity:
Permitted activity status requires
that the activity does not cause
significant pugging or a
conspicuous change in colour or
visual clarity in a Schedule C site
After 31.07.2018, there is to be
no livestock access within a
Schedule C site.

Activity is a PA subject to
conditions

Wetlands
R106

Restoration of natural
wetlands, significant
natural wetlands and
outstanding natural
wetlands

Controlled activity:
Management of Schedule C site
is one of 8 Matters of Control

Activity is still a CA subject to
matters of control

Beds of lakes or rivers
R123

Planting

Permitted activity:
Only native plants are permitted
in Schedule C sites

Activity is still a PA subject to
conditions

R125

Structures within a
site identified in
Schedule C (mana
whenua)

Restricted discretionary activity:
The only Matter of discretion is
the effect on Schedule C site.

Activities will be PAs subject to
conditions

R127

Reclamation of the
beds of rivers or
lakes – noncomplying activity

Non-complying within a
Schedule C site

If reclamation is associated
with piping or in a Schedule A1
site, will still be a NCA,
otherwise a DA
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Coastal marine area
R151

Additions or
alterations to
structures

Controlled activity
Matters of control: effects on a
Schedule C site or habitat

Activity is still a CA, subject to
Matters of control

R155

New temporary
structures

Restricted discretionary activity:
Matters for discretion: effects on
Schedule C sites

Activity is still a DA, subject to
Matters for discretion

R162

New structures,
additions or
alterations to
structures inside sites
of significance

Non-complying activity

Activity would be a DA

R164

Replacement of
structures

Restricted discretionary activity:
Matters for discretion: effects on
Schedule C sites

Activity is still a RDA, subject to
matters for discretion

R165

Additions or
alterations to existing
seawalls

Controlled activity:
Matters for control: effects on a
Schedule C site

Activity is still a CA, subject to
Matters of control

R167

Seawalls inside sites
of significance

Non-complying activity:
Seawalls inside a Schedule C
site are a non-complying activity

Activity would be a CA or DA

R173

Additions or
alterations to
structures inside a
Commercial Port
Area – permitted
activity

Structures inside a Schedule C
site are a non-complying activity

Activity would be a PA, subject
to conditions

R186

General surface
water and foreshore
activities

Restricted discretionary:
Matters for discretion: effects on
Schedule C sites

Activity is still a RDA, subject to
matters for discretion

R192

Beach recontouring
for coastal restoration
purposes

Controlled activity:
Matters for control: effects on a
Schedule C site or habitat

Activity is still a CA, subject to
Matters of control

R195

Disturbance or
damage inside sites
of significance

Non-complying activity:
Disturbance or damage of the
foreshore or seabed inside a
Schedule C site is noncomplying

Activity would be a DA

R198

Motor vehicles inside
sites of significance

Non-complying activity:
Disturbance by a motor vehicle
inside a Schedule C site is a
non-complying activity

Activity would be a PA (unless
in Titahi Bay fossil forest)

R201

Dredging for flood
protection purposes
or erosion mitigation
inside sites of
significance

Discretionary activity

Activity would be a PA, subject
to conditions
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121.

R202

Maintenance
dredging outside a
Commercial Port
Area or navigation
protection areas

Controlled activity:
Matters for control: effects on a
Schedule C site

Activity is still a CA, subject to
conditions

R205

Destruction, damage
or disturbance inside
sites of significance

Non-complying activity: catch all

Activity would be a DA

R207

Deposition for beach
renourishment

Controlled activity:
Matters for control: effects on a
Schedule C site or habitat

Activity is still a CA, subject to
conditions

R209

Deposition inside
sites of significance

Non-complying activity:
Deposition inside a Schedule C
site is non-complying

Activity would be a DA

R212

Dumping of waste or
other matter inside
sites of significance

Non-complying activity:

Activity would be a DA

R215

Reclamation and
drainage

Non-complying activity

Activity would be a DA

It is important to remember that Schedule C sites are restricted to areas within a
water body or the CMA, that are discrete and limited in area. Under RMA
sections 12 and 13, there are a large number of activities that cannot be carried
out within the CMA or the bed of a lake or river unless expressly allowed by a
resource consent, a national environmental standard, or a rule in a plan.

122.

It is my understanding that the officers who drafted the proposed Plan took a
deliberate approach to develop an ‘enabling’ plan, permitting as many minor
activities as possible (for example, minor works or structures in the beds of
lakes or rivers), subject to general conditions requiring specified good practice.
However, albeit small-scale, some of these activities have the potential to
adversely impact the mana whenua values associated with specific sites. A
review was undertaken of all the proposed permitted activity rules; some
changes were made to the permitted activity conditions, while for other
activities the rule status was changed to ensure that the level of control
correlated with the risk of adverse effects on iwi values and the need for
consultation with iwi.
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123.

Submissions on the rules set out in Table 3 are addressed in the relevant section
42A officers’ reports (refer to the annotated hearings schedule set out in
Appendix E).

Issue 2.1

‘Protect and restore’ – add qualifiers or delete

Submissions and assessment
124.

The majority of submission points relating to Objective O33 and Policy P44
seek to delete or qualify the terms ‘protect and restore’ in various ways, using
combinations of the following qualifiers:
a)

restored where this is practicable or where degraded or where
compromised or where appropriate, e.g. Allan A. Smith (S35/005);
NZTA (S146/056)

b)

values are protected and restored consideration will be given to
restoration where practicable, e.g. Egon Guttke (S14/012)

c)

restore subject to consideration of private property rights, Egon Guttke
(S14/022)

d)

protected from inappropriate use and development and restored where
values have been compromised’, e.g. CentrePort Limited (S121/031)

e)

replace restored with ‘enhanced’ or ‘improved’, e.g. Wellington Water
Limited (S135/075)

f)

values are recognised and provided for and where possible/identified
restored over time, e.g. Carter family (S295/042)

g)

acknowledge the need for time (longer than the 10-year life of the
proposed Plan), e.g. Carterton District Council (S301/031).

125.

Several further submissions (e.g. FS74/306, FS43/009, FS89/042) oppose these
submissions as they add subjectivity, and reduce the protection and restoration
of mana whenua sites.

126.

As discussed above, the terms ‘protect’ and ‘restore’ derive from RPS
Objective 16 and Policies 23 and 24. These policies require the identification
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and protection of ecosystems and habitats with significant values, including
those of special significance to tangata whenua. It is my understanding that the
directive objective and policies were developed because of the failure of the
operative regional plans to address the ongoing degradation of areas and sites
of significance to mana whenua (refer to Section 6.2 which discusses the
review of operative regional plans, and the evidence of Mr Grace).
127.

While I understand the concern of landowners that they may be required to
carry the cost of protecting or restoring a site of significance, any requirement
to carry out specific actions to protect or restore a Schedule C site can only be
triggered in association with a resource consent. In these cases, the costs and
benefits of allowing an activity within a significant site and any actions
required to protect and/or restore the site will be assessed on a case-by-case
basis. In this regard, I also note the limited area covered by Schedule C on a
regional basis (refer to Map 1). Any other protection/restoration initiatives for a
specific site would be on a voluntary basis and would need to be negotiated
with landowners. For example, the pre-hearing meeting held with respect to the
Schedule C site ‘Kourarau Stream and Reservoir’ has led to a voluntary
agreement between landowners, mana whenua, fishing interests and Council to
prepare a management plan to address water quality and fish management at
the site. As part of this all parties have already agreed to arrange and
participate in a community restoration planting project. For these reasons I do
not support the request by landowners to delete the clause to protect and/or
restore significant sites due to their concerns regarding costs and property
rights.

128.

I do not support the use of general qualifiers in objectives and policies. To be
effective, an objective should set out what is to be achieved in the resolution of
a particular issue, providing a clear target or end point that policies seek to
achieve. Adding general qualifiers, such as ‘where possible’, ‘where
appropriate’, ‘where practicable’, ‘consideration will be given to’ or ‘subject to
private property rights’ weakens an objective, leaving it open to conjecture and
dispute and making it impossible to monitor its effectiveness. If there are
exceptions to be made then, in my opinion, these should be clearly specified. I
also understand, from the section 42A officer’s report ‘Part A: Overall policy
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framework of the proposed Plan’, that the guidance from Te Upoko Taiao in
drafting the proposed Plan was that the policy framework should be directive
and not leave the difficult decisions to the resource consent process.
129.

Staff from Council’s Environmental Regulation Department are highly
supportive of this assessment, stressing the importance of clear, unambiguous
objectives and policies, as well as the need for all resource users to be subject
to the policies relating to significant mana whenua values without qualification.

130.

I do not support use of the terms ‘improved’ or ‘enhanced’ to replace
‘restored’. These terms are value laden – what comprises an improvement or
enhancement to one person is not necessarily so to another. For example, some
people consider the planting of exotic species in wetlands to be an
enhancement or improvement when this is clearly not the case if the issue to
address is the loss of indigenous biodiversity.

131.

The definition of ‘restore’ is ‘to bring back (a person or thing) to a previous,
original, or normal condition’ (source: Oxford English Dictionary). The term
‘restore’ clearly refers to a previous, more original state and, in my opinion, is
appropriate when managing a natural ecosystem.

132.

While it would not be incorrect to add the clause ‘restored where degraded’, in
my view this is an unnecessary or redundant clause as, if something is not
degraded, then there is no prior condition to try to return it to.

133.

Similarly, I consider addition of the clause ‘over time’, while not inaccurate, to
be unnecessary. Unless a plan provision (in this case an objective and policy) is
time-bound, then the intention is that actions will be carried out over the lifetime of the plan to work towards these outcomes, implementing the rules
whenever these are triggered by a proposed activity, and progressively
implementing any non-regulatory methods. In the proposed Plan, apart from
the rules that manage livestock access to water bodies and stormwater
discharges which both have specified time-frames, actions to protect and
restore Schedule C sites will be triggered by proposals for resource use. Other
methods (e.g. Methods M20 and M25) will support and partner with
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landowners and communities to understand and provide for mana whenua
values.
134.

For these reasons, I do not recommend that amendments are made to delete or
qualify the terms ‘protect and restore’ in either Objective O33 or Policy P44.

Issue 2.1 Summary of recommendation
135.

No change to Objective O33 or Policy P44.

Issue 2.2
Tailor management provisions to site-specific
values (Policy P45 and a suite of rules)
Issue 2.2 Submissions and assessment
136.

A number of submitters using the Land Matters Common Format (e.g. Land
Matters Limited S285/015) oppose placing significant restrictions, including
the potential prohibition of an activity, on sites of significance to mana
whenua. These submitters request that if the proposed Plan is to prohibit an
activity then it should be amended to list the prohibited activities in sites of
significance to mana whenua instead of relying on a third party advisor (i.e. a
CIA) as that is likely to be ultra vires. (Refer also to my assessment under Issue
2.5.)

137.

Federated Farmers (S352/271), and DairyNZ and Fonterra (S316/139),
supported by several further submitters, request that the Schedule C sites be
moved to the whaitua chapters, with additional columns identifying sitespecific values and threats, and proposing site-specific restrictions, rather than
designate a wide range of activities as discretionary, leaving it to the consent
process to determine the level of risk associated with an activity.

138.

Several other submitters, e.g. MDC (S367/053), request that protection should
relate only to those features and matters identified in Schedule C. I note that
Policy P45 specifically provides for this stating (emphasis by underline is
mine):
‘…more than minor adverse effects on the significant mana whenua values
must be evaluated through a cultural impact assessment…’
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139.

There are 163 sites in Schedule C; identifying a list of site-specific restrictions
or prohibited activities within the proposed Plan for each site is an unrealistic
expectation that would result in an unwieldy plan and is likely to be much more
restrictive than the approach taken in the proposed Plan, which sets different
resource consent activity classes for different activities based on the risk of
adverse effects. The resource consent process triggers a CIA, providing an
opportunity to engage with mana whenua and to properly evaluate the
appropriateness of an activity within a specific site from a cultural perspective.

140.

The effect of an activity at a specific site depends on a variety of parameters,
including the way in which the activity is carried out. In my opinion, it is much
more efficient and effective to use the resource consent process to evaluate the
effects of an activity on the values of a site than to try and prejudge the
potential effects and, possibly needlessly, prohibit an activity. By requiring
consultation with mana whenua, the consent process also helps to foster a
relationship between the resource user and mana whenua. Over time, the
increase in awareness and understanding should also help to change and
improve practice.

141.

CIAs are a useful tool, especially in major projects, to identify potential issues
and address them early in a project’s life (e.g. at the pre-application stage),
through either avoidance (e.g. a design change), remediation or mitigation
measures. They are equivalent to other forms of professional advice that are
lodged with a resource consent application, e.g. environmental impact
assessments, engineering advice.

142.

For these reasons I do not recommend any changes in response to these
submission points.

Issue 2.2 Summary of recommendation
143.

No change to Policy P45.
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Issue 2.3

The mitigation hierarchy (Policy P45)

Issue 2.3 Submissions and assessment
Qualify the word ‘avoid’ and restrict the mitigation hierarchy:
144.

Hammond Limited (S132/017) considers that use of the word ‘avoid’ without
qualification is too restrictive and that Policy P45 should focus on those
activities that are likely to have adverse effects. Rangitāne o Wairarapa
(S279/105) makes a similar point, noting that the policy could restrict mana
whenua activities, as opposed to activities with potential adverse effects, and
requesting that the policy be amended to read: ‘Activities that have adverse
effects on sites with significant mana whenua values identified in Schedule C
must be avoided.’

145.

Carterton District Council (FS85/156) opposes the avoidance of all adverse
effects of new or upgraded infrastructure on the significant mana whenua
values.

146.

First Gas Limited (formerly known as Vector Gas Ltd) (S145/039) and NZTA
(S146/107) supported by Maypole Environmental Limited FS47/011 suggest
avoid where practicable, with more than minor adverse effects to be avoided,
remedied, or mitigated.

147.

Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings Limited (S99/004) requests that Policy P45 be
amended to ensure that the resource consent process considers and balances
effects identified in the CIA.

148.

Maypole Environmental Limited (S143/023) requests that the policy focus on
avoid/remedy/mitigate, with CIAs only required for activities that may have
more than a minor adverse environmental effect.

149.

The Carter family (S295/005, S295/049), and a number of other original and
further submitters (e.g. Maypole Environmental Limited FS47/012), oppose the
mitigation hierarchy as ‘all decisions should be made on a case-by-case basis’.
They also oppose the attempt to define minimisation of effects as it places
undue restrictions on the assessment of effects before an application has been
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lodged. Where possible, alternative locations should be sought. If this is not
possible, then activities should recognise and provide for mana whenua values.
150.

Meridian Energy Limited (S82/019) requests that Policy P44 should be
consistent with other policies in being written as ‘protect and/or restore’ or
apply a cascade approach as in Policy P32.

151.

Federated Farmers (S352/153) (opposed by Wellington Fish & Game
FS89/082) requests deletion of Policy P45 as it is too restrictive. The submitter
states: ‘The Plan should provide a framework for balancing values and
enabling positive partnerships.’

152.

Policy

P45

already

establishes

the

cascading

hierarchy

of

avoid/remedy/mitigate, which also forms the basis for Policies P32 and P41.
The initial policy step directs activities to avoid Schedule C sites in the first
instance because of the significant values associated with these sites. The rest
of the policy steps only apply if there is potential for the activity to have more
than minor adverse effects. If the effects of an activity are less than minor, then
the policy does not apply.
153.

The suite of rules that give effect to Policy P45 are set out in Table 3
(paragraph 120). This table includes a column showing the implications of
being within a Schedule C site, showing how some activities remain as
“permitted activities” but subject to additional conditions, while other activities
are subject to a higher rule status to ensure that the level of control correlates
with the risk of adverse effects on iwi values and the need for consultation with
iwi.

154.

Policy P45 differs from Policy P32 by setting a threshold of ‘more than minor
adverse effects’, as compared to the threshold of ‘significant adverse effects’
applied in Policy P32, as well as requiring a CIA. In my opinion, both these
differences are appropriate given that Policy P45 is only triggered when an
activity is proposed within a scheduled site of significance and the importance
of enabling mana whenua to be active participants in the decision-making
process regarding matters of cultural significance. I note that the RMA is not
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limited to addressing significant adverse effects with RMA section 5(c) being
to (emphasis by underline is mine):
‘avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effects of activities on the
environment’.
155.

The requirement for a CIA triggers the opportunity to engage with iwi and,
through the attendant conversations and sharing of information, to develop a
better understanding of values and appropriate management of activities
(including options to avoid, remedy or mitigate effects). A CIA provides
‘technical advice’ in the same way as other technical reports, such as an
ecological or hydrological assessment, and provides a framework for assessing
values and developing positive relationships on a site-by-site basis.

156.

A number of submitters and further submitters, e.g. Hammond Limited
(S132/017) and Vector Gas Limited (S145/039), request the use of the qualifier
‘may be considered to be’ with respect to determining whether an activity that
cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated, as well as the use of offsetting,
should be considered to be ‘inappropriate’.

157.

Essentially the final clause of Policy P45 makes it clear that activities that will
have more than a minor adverse effect on significant mana whenua values
identified in Schedule C sites should not go ahead. This sets a high level of
protection for significant sites and, in my view, is appropriate given the
degradation and destruction of places, sites and areas with spiritual, cultural or
historic heritage value to mana whenua that has already occurred across the
region. It should also be kept in mind that Policy P45 only applies to sites
identified in Schedule C, which are restricted to areas within a water body or
CMA, are discrete and limited in area.

158.

Wellington City Council (S286/034; S286/033), supported by Wellington
Water Limited (FS25/027), requests an amendment or new policy to recognise
that the degree of restoration or protection of a site needs to be in the context of
the degree of existing development, particularly if it is an urban environment.
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159.

In my opinion, it is irrelevant whether a Schedule C site is within an urban or
rural area. The hierarchy of avoid, remedy or mitigate applies regardless. The
site should be avoided if possible, if it is not possible to avoid it then actions
should be taken to avoid or remedy any effects that have the potential to be
more than minor. A CIA will help to determine the appropriateness of the
activity and any potential remedial or mitigation measures that would be
acceptable to mana whenua. The environmental context forms an essential part
of such an assessment.

Issue 2.3 Summary of recommendation
160.

No change to Policy P45.

Issue 2.4

Interpretation for cultural impact assessment

Issue 2.4 Submissions and assessment
161.

Three submitters request amendments to the definition of a CIA:
a)

Wellington Water Limited (S135/011) requests removal of reference
to Treaty claims;

b)

Federated Farmers (S352/021) (opposed by Rangitāne o Wairarapa,
FS74/012) requests that the definition refer to ‘describing site-specific
effects and balancing values and uses’.

c)
162.

Rangitāne o Wairarapa requests consistency with the RPS.

Treaty claims or settlements generally provide significant information on
resource values. Claims and settlement documents are readily available
(statutory acknowledgements relevant to the region are included in Schedule D
of the proposed Plan) and it is not an onerous task to identify relevant
information. In my opinion, a CIA should utilise all relevant and well validated
resource information to provide the context for a resource consent application.

163.

The definition refers to assessing potential impacts, as well as including
recommendations for avoiding, remedying and mitigating adverse effects. This
will require a description of site-specific effects and assessment of the effects
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of different management options. Objective O33 and Policy P45 are not
‘balancing’ policies, therefore an exercise to balance values and uses is neither
required nor appropriate.
164.

The definition of a CIA replicates the definition set out in the RPS.

165.

As discussed in Section 6.5, mana whenua have raised concerns over the
preparation of several CIAs by parties who are not mandated by iwi authorities.
An assessment of the effects of an activity on the cultural values and
relationships associated with a significant site can only be adequately carried
out by someone who has the appropriate knowledge and authority and has been
approved by mana whenua as having the mandate to do so. Some information
might only be held by people mandated to know so this also ensures that the
appropriate information is used to undertake the assessment.

166.

I note that Policy P45 already states:
‘…more than minor effects on the significant mana whenua values must be
evaluated by a cultural impact assessment undertaken by the relevant iwi
authority or iwi authorities..’ (emphasis by underline is mine)
However, given that issues have already arisen in this area, it is my opinion
that it would be useful to clarify this requirement within the definition for a
CIA.

167.

For this reason, I recommend that an amendment be made to the definition for
a CIA to require that a CIA must be prepared by a suitably qualified person
mandated by mana whenua. Because this wording change will mean that the
interpretation no longer exactly replicates the wording in the RPS, the asterix
denoting this should also be deleted.

Issue 2.4 Summary of recommendation
168.

In Section 2: Interpretation – make the following amendment:
Cultural impact assessment*: (add) A cultural impact assessment must be
prepared by a suitably qualified person mandated by mana whenua.
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Section 32AA assessment
169.

An assessment of this recommended change pursuant to RMA section 32AA is
attached in Appendix B.
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Issue 2.5
Provision for existing uses and regionally
significant infrastructure
Issue 2.5 Submissions and assessment
170.

A number of submitters, e.g. Porirua City Council (S163/061 and 062), GBC
Winstone (S66/009), Powerco (S29/024), Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings
Limited (S99/004), request that Policies P44 and P45 make provision for
existing activities and for regionally significant infrastructure or activities, e.g.
GBC Winstone claims that ‘these policies set a very high bar for the
continuation of the existing activity’.

171.

I note that Schedule C sites are all located within a water body or the CMA,
with the majority being reasonably discrete and small in area. I also note that
existing activities that have a resource consent are not impacted by the policies
and rules in the proposed Plan until such time as the consent needs to be
renewed.

172.

Policies P44 and P45 were developed to protect significant sites, not protect
activities. However, these policies and associated rules do not apply in
isolation from the rest of the proposed Plan. As discussed in the evidence of
Ms Greenberg in her S42A report ‘Part A: Overall policy framework of the
proposed Plan’, the provisions of the plan are intended to be considered in an
integrated manner. For example, I note that Objective O12 and Policy P12 in
the proposed Plan recognise the social, economic, cultural and environmental
benefits associated with regionally significant infrastructure, amongst other
matters.

173.

Although avoidance is the first preference, Policy P45 does allow for minor
adverse effects, but through a considered assessment. In my opinion, the
resource consent process, in consultation with mana whenua and with guidance
from a CIA, is the appropriate place to identify the costs and benefits
associated with a specific activity, the appropriateness of allowing the activity,
and the need for any remedial or mitigation measures.

174.

For these reasons, I recommend no change to Policies P44 or P45.
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Issue 2.5 Summary of recommendation
175.

No change to Policies P44 or P45.

Issue 2.6

Consent from an iwi authority

Issue 2.6 Submissions and assessment
176.

A number of submitters (e.g. S132/017, S145/039) question the validity of the
‘power of veto’ of the iwi authority and request the deletion of this clause.

177.

Policy P45 could be read to imply that the relevant iwi authority or authorities
have been given the ability to make a final decision on a resource consent
application, or the ‘power of veto’. However, this is neither the intent nor the
actual effect of this clause.

178.

RMA section 95(e) gives discretion to the Council to decide who is an affected
person in relation to an activity and states that ‘A consent authority must
decide that a person is an affected person, in relation to an activity, if the
activity’s adverse effects on the person are minor or more than minor (but are
not less than minor).’ In Policy P45(d) Council makes it clear that the relevant
iwi authority will be considered to be an ‘affected party’ in all instances where
an activity is carried out within a Schedule C site.

179.

Affected party status means that an applicant must liaise with that person and
gain their written approval for the application to continue without the need for
limited or public notification. Consideration of whether or not mana whenua
have given their written approval will also form a part of the consideration of
Council’s substantive decision made with respect to a resource consent
application.

180.

Engagement between mana whenua and a resource consent applicant will
facilitate a better understanding of Māori values, significant sites and resource
attributes, and provides an opportunity for the applicant to discuss their
proposal with mana whenua and to identify ways in which the proposed
activity can be carried out to better provide for significant values. This
provision is one way of giving effect to Council’s obligations under the RMA
sections 6, 7 and 8 to recognise and provide for iwi values and relationships.
Affected party status and the outcomes of consultation do not over-ride or
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replace the Council’s role in considering the full range of matters that must be
taken into consideration in evaluating a resource consent application and in
making the final decision on a resource consent application.
Issue 2.6 Summary of recommendation
181.

No change to Policy P45.
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Issue 3.

Schedule B: Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa

Issue 3 Submissions and assessment
182.

Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki (S309/009) and Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira Incorporated
(S326/015) support the listing of sites in Schedule B. Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki
(S309/043) also requests that activities within Schedule B sites are managed
with specific reference to mana whenua values. DairyNZ and Fonterra
FS84/092 opposes S309/043 as it is unclear what is meant by the submitter,
along with the potential for confusion between schedules B and C.

183.

The management of Schedule B sites with specific reference to mana whenua
values is already specifically provided for by Policy P18, with clauses (a)-(d)
setting out the ways in which the relationships between mana whenua and ngā
huanga o Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa will be recognised and provided for. In my
opinion, no further changes to the provisions of the proposed Plan are required.

184.

Federated Farmers (S352/270) requests that Schedule B be restructured to
locate relevant sites in the whaitua chapters.

185.

Schedule B identifies significant mana whenua values at a catchment scale,
with the provisions of the proposed Plan providing overarching guidance for
the management of activities within these areas. It is my understanding that the
whaitua chapters will fine tune these provisions, recognising and providing for
mana whenua values as part of developing more specific details, such as limits
for water quality and quantity. However, unless or until the whaitua chapters
replace all of the management provisions of the proposed Plan following a plan
change process, it is important that provision is made across the whole region
for significant mana whenua sites and relationships to be appropriately
managed. It will be a number of years before whaitua chapters are developed
for the entire region. For these reasons, I recommend no change.

Waikanae River headwaters
186.

Egon Guttke (S14/042) requests that the headwaters of the Waikanae River
upstream of its crossing with the Mangaone Walkway be removed because
these areas have been in private ownership since before 1890, no customary
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rights have been exercised since then, and there is no evidence supporting the
details listed as taonga for this part of the river.
187.

Schedule B lists the most important places in the region from which mana
whenua derive cultural and spiritual identity, their status as mana whenua and
associated responsibilities, including those of kaitiaki. Schedule B identifies
the values that Te Awa o Waikanae (Waikane River) holds for Te Ātiawa ki
Whakarongotai. The background report prepared to identify significant areas
and sites for Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai (Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai
Charitable Trust Board, unpublished) states:
‘Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai (TAKW) also wishes to confirm Waikanae, and
add the Waimeha and Wharemauku as Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa, into Schedule
B of the Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region. These three
waterbodies fit the criteria as they all are significant sources of the cultural
and spiritual identity of TAKW, having provided sustenance to descendants of
TAKW for several generations, whilst also having a history of multiple and
complex use for the wider community. There is a strong desire on the part of
TAKW for the management of the values attributed to these waterbodies and
their significant sites, as listed below to be managed from the catchment scale,
ki uta ki tai.’

188.

Land ownership is not relevant, and the contemporary exercise of customary
rights does not need to be proven, for Iwi to assert that they have a relationship
with a particular resource. Values and relationships are matters that only mana
whenua can determine. For these reasons, I recommend no change.

Te Awa Tapu o Ruamāhanga and Wairarapa Moana
189.

Rangitāne o Wairarapa (S279/221) requests that Te Awa Tapu o Ruamāhanga
refers to both the main river and the tributaries that flow into it; and that
Wairarapa Moana refers to both Lake Wairarapa and Lake Onoke.

190.

Lake Onoke is explicitly mentioned in the text associated with Wairarapa
Moana in Schedule B. Lake Onoke and the main tributaries of Te Awa Tapu o
Ruamāhanga (except for the Mangatarere River) are all included on the GIS
map showing Schedule B sites. The Council Officer involved in preparing
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Schedule B advises that it was an error that these waterbodies were not
specifically listed as ‘Nga Taonga Nui a Kiwi’ within Schedule B and I
therefore recommend an amendment to rectify these omissions.
Issue 3 Summary of recommendations
191.

In Schedule B: Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwi - Add as follows:

192.

Te Awa Tapu o Ruamāhanga (Ruamāhanga River) (including the following
tributaries: Kopuaranga River, Taueru River, Whangaehu River, Mangatarere
River, Waipoua River, Waingawa River, Waiohine River, Tauherenikau River,
Huangarua River, Taonui River, Mangatarere River)
Wairarapa Moana (Lake Wairarapa and Lake Onoke)

Section 32AA assessment
193.

I consider that these recommended amendments are minor errors which are of
minor effect and can be made in reliance on RMA clause 16(2) of the First
Schedule. Accordingly I have not included an assessment pursuant to RMA
section 32AA.
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Issue 4.

Schedule C: Sites of significance to mana whenua

Issue 4 Submissions and assessment
194.

DairyNZ and Fonterra (S316/061), supported by Rangitāne o Wairarapa
(FS74/220), request that the headings for schedules C1-C5 be amended to read
‘significant values’ rather than ‘values’.

195.

I consider that this amendment is appropriate as the values have been listed
because of their significance to mana whenua. This amendment would clearly
link the values listed to Policies P44 and P45 which specifically refer to ‘sites
with significant mana whenua values’ (emphasis by underline is mine).

196.

DairyNZ and Fonterra (S316/062) further requests that guidance be provided
on what activities may be restricted in relation to each of the values, with
consideration of the long-term environmental benefits on these sites from
particular activities. This is opposed by Rangitāne o Wairarapa FS74/220 on
the grounds that the tables are intended to identify values, rather than identify a
sub-set of activities that might impact on those values.

197.

I agree with the further submitter; it would be far too complex to try to specify
within the proposed Plan which activities should be restricted in relation to
each of the different values at each site. The effects of an activity will vary
from site to site, according to both the characteristics of that site and the way in
which an activity is carried out. The rules identify activities that have the
potential to adversely affect significant values and provide the opportunity for
iwi to evaluate this in relation to specific proposals at specific sites. (Refer also
to the earlier discussion under Issue 2.2: Tailor management provisions to sitespecific values (Policy P45 and the suite of rules)).

Kourarau Stream and Reservoir
198.

Submissions from David and Pip Blackwood and Mike and Julia Murray
(S61/001), Sport Fly Fishing New Zealand Incorporated (S71/001), Graham
Evans (S86/003), and Wellington Fish & Game (Wairarapa) (S52/002), request
that Schedule C be amended to exclude the Kourarau Reservoir. The submitters
are primarily concerned about the difficulty of excluding livestock from the
reservoir and forming a potential impediment to recreational fishing.
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199.

A pre-hearing meeting was held on-site on 10 August 2016 involving all
submitters (apart from Graham Evans who was unable to attend), kaitiaki for
Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust and Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Council
staff from the Environmental Policy and Land Management Departments.

200.

Agreement was reached at this meeting that, to protect the significant values of
mana whenua, a more effective boundary for the Schedule C site would be to
focus on the Kourarau Stream and the wetland at the head of the Kourarau
Reservoir, rather than the main body of the reservoir and the highly-modified
outlet channel. All parties also agreed to work together to prepare a nonstatutory management plan to address a range of environmental issues
associated with the reservoir and wetland, including management of water
quality, biodiversity, trout and pest fish.

201.

A second pre-hearing meeting was held on-site on 13 September 2016 to agree
on the revised site boundary. All parties agreed with the recommended
boundary revision shown on Figure 3. Plans were made at this meeting for all
parties to support the landowner/grazer in undertaking fencing and planting of
the wetland and Kourarau Stream. A copy of the pre-hearing meeting notes is
appended (see Appendix D).

202.

I support the resolutions reached at these pre-hearing meetings and,
accordingly, recommend a change to the boundary and name for this site as
shown below.
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Figure 3: Recommended Changes to Schedule C site: Kourarau Stream and Reservoir, including renaming the site to Kourarau Stream and Wetland
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Henley Lake
203.

South Wairarapa District Council (S366/004) and MDC (S367/004) request the
deletion of Henley Lake from Schedule C, questioning its value to mana
whenua due to it being a man-made lake and raising concerns about the cost of
compliance with the rules associated with Schedule C in the proposed Plan.

204.

A pre-hearing meeting was held on-site on 10 August 2016, involving kaitiaki
for Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne o Wairarapa, officers from
the MDC representing the Planning, Parks and Reserves and Operations
sections, and officers from Council’s Environmental Policy Department.
Kaitiaki explained the values of the lake for mana whenua (being mahinga kai,
puna rongoa, puna raranga and waka ama as listed in Schedule C5). Kaitiaki
explained that, although highly modified, the lake is significant for mana
whenua because it is the remnant of a once expansive area of waterways and
wetlands. The lake is still used for fishing, recreation and resource gathering.
The aspiration of mana whenua for the lake is that ‘It is safe to swim in and
drink like the streams that now lay beneath the lake and wetlands once were.’
(Refer to the evidence of Mr Joseph Potangaroa prepared on behalf of
Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust.)

205.

Wellington Regional Council staff outlined the relevant rules for a range of
activities that could be anticipated within Henley Lake. MDC staff requested a
second meeting to better understand the values associated with the water of the
lake and the implications of the rules within the proposed Plan.

206.

A second pre-hearing meeting was held on 7 November 2016. MDC staff
asked further questions of clarification about the values of the lake and the
activities within a Schedule C site which would trigger regional rule
provisions. At the conclusion of this meeting MDC acknowledged recognition
of the significant mana whenua values and relationships associated with
Henley Lake, but continue to oppose the inclusion of this site in Schedule C
due to their concern over the consent requirements and costs associated with
the site being listed within Schedule C. MDC stated that they would prefer to
address mana whenua interests through the review of the Henley Lake Park
Reserve Management Plan, due to be initiated in 2017.
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207.

Kaitiaki have confirmed the significant values associated with Henley Lake as
listed in Schedule C and advise that they wish for it to be retained in Schedule
C5. They also advise that they wish to see improved management of activities
associated with the lake in order to improve the lake’s water quality; in
particular improvements in the management of stormwater and the diversion of
water into the lake from the Ruamāhanga River. While review of the reserve
management plan will provide a good opportunity to address these and other
issues associated with the lake in an integrated manner, and to involve mana
whenua in this process, this does not provide grounds to remove Henley Lake
from Schedule C. Schedule C is iwi mandated, listing sites which meet their
criteria for inclusion (as set out in Issue 2) and reflect their priorities for
management.

208.

For these reasons, I recommend that Henley Lake be retained within Schedule
C5. A copy of the pre-hearing meeting notes is appended (see Appendix D).

Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs; Motukairangi coast, and Whareama
River mouth and coast
209.

A stretch of the Wairarapa coast includes a contiguous area of four Schedule
C5 sites, from the Motuwaireka Stream Mouth and Reefs through to the
Waimimiha coast (Figure 4). Glen and Angie Meredith (S432/001, S432/002),
landowners of Orui Station, request that three of these sites (Motuwaireka
Stream mouth and reefs; Motukairangi coast, and Whareama River mouth and
coast) be removed from Schedule C because they do not accept that these sites
have significant values for mana whenua, nor that these sites are of any greater
significance than other areas of Wairarapa coast. The landowners consider that
the impositions associated with the listing of these sites (namely the restrictions
on stock access required by Rule R97) would make it impossible to farm the 10
kilometre coastal strip located on their property.
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Figure 4: Stretch of Contiguous Schedule C sites
210.

A pre-hearing meeting was held at Orui Station on 23 September 2016,
involving the landowners, kaitiaki for Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti
Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust, and Council staff from the Environmental
Policy and Land Management Departments. Mr Meredith explained his
concerns regarding the extensive nature of the Schedule C sites bounding his
property, highlighting the difficulty of fencing to exclude extensively farmed
livestock from this rugged and actively eroding coastline. Kaitiaki explained
both the historical significance of this area, as a ‘coastal highway’ for iwi, rich
in kai moana and settlement sites, and the area’s contemporary values,
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including mahinga kai. Of key importance is the relationship between the sites
of two native reserves and the reef system that runs along this coastal stretch.
211.

Following the pre-hearing meeting, kaitiaki acknowledged the landowner’s
concerns regarding the extensive nature of the Schedule C sites along this part
of the coast, noting the difficulty of excluding extensively farmed livestock
from the coast, and agreed to re-evaluate the justification for the designation of
these sites and delineation of their boundaries. In consultation with both
Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa kaumātua, kaitiaki
agreed that it was appropriate to redefine the Schedule C sites to focus on the
most significant areas which link the native reserve sites to the coastal reef
(refer to the evidence of Mr Joseph Potangaroa prepared on behalf of
Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa). The
recommended site amendments are shown on Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Recommended changes to Schedule C sites: Motukairangi coast, Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs, and the Whareama River
mouth and coast
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212.

A second pre-hearing meeting was held on October 6 2016 where Council staff
presented the proposed boundary amendments to Mr Meredith and discussed the
assistance available from the Council to support protection of the Schedule C sites and
associated wetlands. Mr Meredith accepted the changes proposed and advised that he
no longer wishes to be heard at the Council hearing on areas and sites with significant
mana whenua values. All parties have signed the amended Schedule C site maps. A
copy of the pre-hearing meeting notes is appended (see Appendix D).

213.

Given that Schedule C is iwi mandated, I support the resolutions reached at these prehearing meetings and, accordingly, recommend the replacement of the three Schedule C
sites with the two more discrete sites as shown on Figure 5. Site A to be labelled
Motuwaireka Stream to Waipupu; Site B to be labelled Whareama River mouth.

Ngakauau Stream mouth and Otahome Stream mouth
214.

Anders and Emily Crofoot (S304/013), landowners of Castlepoint Station, request that
Ngakauau Stream mouth and Otahome Stream mouth be removed from Schedule C5,
unless further evidence is provided to show that these sites have significant values.

215.

A pre-hearing meeting was held at Castlepoint Station on 20 October 2016, involving
the landowners, kaitiaki for Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa
Trust, along with Council staff from the Environmental Policy and Land Management
Departments. Kaitiaki explained the values of these sites for mana whenua, referencing
supporting oral history (refer to the evidence of Mr Joseph Potangaroa prepared on
behalf of Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa). The landowners
explained that they do not accept the evidence that supports the identification of these
sites as being of significance for iwi. A copy of the pre-hearing meeting notes is
appended (see Appendix D).

216.

Following the pre-hearing meeting, kaitiaki reviewed the significant values identified
for both of these sites in consultation with their elders and reconfirmed the inclusion of
both sites in Schedule C. The landowners chose not to provide further comment.

217.

Schedule C is iwi mandated, listing sites which meet the criteria for inclusion
negotiated by the region’s six iwi (refer to paragraph 113 of this report, Issue 2 –
Background) and which reflect the priorities of mana whenua for management. There
was no compelling evidence presented at the pre-hearing meeting that brought into
question the statement of values provided by iwi. For these reasons, I recommend that
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both Ngakauau Stream mouth and Otahome Stream mouth be retained within Schedule
C.
Rangitāne o Wairarapa sites
218.

219.

Rangitāne o Wairarapa (S279/222) requests that:
a)

Reference to Lake Wairarapa be replaced by Wairarapa Moana;

b)

The Ruamāhanga River and its tributaries be added to Schedule C; and

c)

Schedule B sites Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa be added to Schedule C.

Lake Wairarapa is not included in Schedule C. Both the Ruamāhanga River (including
most of its tributaries) and Wairarapa Moana (Lake Wairarapa) are already recognised
within Schedule B (Te Awa Tapu o Ruamāhanga) of the proposed Plan.

220.

A deliberate decision was made in the proposed Plan to recognise and provide for
significant resources at an entity or catchment scale through Schedule B, Objective O16
and Policy P33. The role of Schedule C is to list and provide protection for smaller,
reasonably discrete sites that are of significance to mana whenua and which they
consider require additional protection and/or restoration from the impacts of land use,
works in the beds of lakes and rivers, and direct and non-point discharges. Section 6.4
‘Overview of the policy framework of the proposed Plan’ provides background to this
decision.

221.

For these reasons, I consider that it is inconsistent with the intention of the plan
architects, supported by Te Upoko Taiao, to add these large water bodies to Schedule C
and I recommend no change in response to these submission points.

Heritage sites
222.

Heritage New Zealand (S94/017) requests that a number of sites that are either listed
on, or are associated with, the New Zealand Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero be added to
Schedule C. Schedule C is iwi mandated, listing sites which meet their criteria for
inclusion and reflect their priorities for management (refer to Issue 2 Background and
the evidence of Mr Grace). RMA section 66 requires the Council to have regard to the
New Zealand Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero. It is my understanding that mana whenua
had access to this information and considered it as part of the process of preparing
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Schedule C (refer to the evidence of Mr Grace). For these reasons, I consider that it is
not appropriate for me to recommend the addition of further sites to Schedule C.
Matters of clarification
223.

CentrePort Properties Limited (S141/071) queries whether the Interisland and the
Waterloo Quay wharf are included in Schedule C, requesting their deletion if so.
Neither the Interisland nor the Waterloo Quay wharf are included in Schedule C,
therefore there is no need for further evaluation or change.

224.

Hammond Limited (S132/029 and S132/030) requests greater clarity and specification
of the boundaries/extent of the Papawai Stream site.

225.

Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings Limited (S99/002 and S99/005) requests confirmation
that the Wharemauku Stream site includes only the stream and none of the surrounding
land owned by the airport. If this is not the case, the submitter requests that the site
boundary be redefined to include only the stream. The submitter asks that the maps be
amended to accurately identify the location of Schedule C sites.

226.

Carterton District Council (S301/001) requests clearer definition of site boundaries
within the proposed Plan without having to access a separate GIS mapping tool.

227.

RMA Schedule 1, Clauses 5(5) and section 35 require the Council to have available a
copy of the proposed Plan at all public libraries and its principal office. This
requirement does not specify that it has to be a hard copy.

228.

The maps in the hardcopy version of the proposed Plan name and show the locations of
all the Schedule C sites. The detailed boundaries of these sites are shown on a GIS
overlay, with the boundaries able to be seen in relation to lot boundaries and
topographic features.

229.

A statement on each of the maps included within Chapter 13 of the proposed Plan
makes it clear that a specified online web map viewer needs to be accessed to view
complete, detailed information on a GIS overlay. This statement also makes it clear that
the web map viewer can be accessed from any of the Council’s offices or a public
library. In my opinion, the maps on the GIS overlay are at an appropriate scale for
people to identify which schedules and provisions apply to their properties. Given that
all of the hard copy maps make it clear that more detailed information is available and
that most organisations and people have their own internet access, and that access is
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also available at public libraries and all of the Council’s offices, it is my opinion that
use of a web map viewer to show site boundaries is appropriate.
230.

Both Hammond Limited and Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings Limited were sent
property-scale maps to provide clarification of site boundaries as requested.

231.

Maypole Environmental Limited (S143/003) requests that further detail be added to
Schedule C to better describe the cultural significance of Ngārara Stream (Kawakahia).

232.

The level of detail provided in describing the cultural values of each site needs to be
consistent across Schedule C. In developing Schedule C the Kaitiaki Group decided
that the schedule should identify the key value type (e.g. mahinga kai, wāhi tapu), but
their expectation was that landowners or resource users should contact local iwi for
further information where desired or necessary, helping to develop a relationship
between them and mana whenua. Further detail on scheduled sites is available in
background reports prepared by mana whenua consultants for Schedule C – for
example the information in the text box below on Ngārara Stream (Kawakahia) is
available in the report ‘Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa and Sites of Significance to Te Ātiawa
ki Whakarongotai’. This information was sent to the submitter, along with contact
details for the local iwi.

233.

It would be useful to indicate to plan users that further information on particular sites is
available from mana whenua and I recommend that a note is added to the beginning of
Schedule C accordingly. It would also be useful to clearly state that the sites listed refer
to discrete locations that are shown in detail on the Greater Wellington GIS Viewer for
Schedule C, and do not generally refer to an entire water body.
Ngārara – Kawakahia Wetland
Significance
Kawakahia is a significant ecological and conservation site. It contains valuable habitat
and many native and threatened species. It contains inanga spawning sites, tuna, koura,
kokopū, piharau and harakeke.
It receives the Kakariki Stream and Paetawa Drain which also both contain significant
species. Kawakahia is thus also a valuable mahinga kai site and a site where rongoā
and harakeke are collected.
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The Ngārara stream which is steady and gentle has also been used in the past for kānga
wai.
Protection

Te Ātiawa ki W hakarongotai access and its relationship to this site, and the lifesupporting capacity of the habitat should be protected and restored where necessary.
The land should not be drained; open waterways and wetlands should be maintained.
Weirs should be allowed to support the wetland system. Large structures should not be
built here, and no earthworks removal of vegetation or further subdivision should be
undertaken here, unless under strict guidance from TAKW. Flood protection works
should only be conducted with a TAKW approved management plan.

234.

Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association (S32/028) seeks clarification of
the name Kohangapiripiri or Kohangapiripiri Lake, as well as inclusion of the English
names (lakes Pencarrow and Fitzroy). The proposed Plan uses names that are officially
recognised in the New Zealand Gazetteer of Place Names (the gazette) or that have
been agreed as part of Treaty of Waitangi settlement acts. These lakes are not listed in
this gazette. The Port Nicholson Block (Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o Te Ika) Claims
Settlement Act 2009 refers to Pencarrow and Fitzroy lakes as ‘the Parangarahu Lakes,
being Lake Kohangapiripiri and Lake Kohangatera’. The list of water bodies in
Schedule C is iwi mandated and I therefore recommend using the name as advised by
the mana whenua being (I also refer to paragraph 238(c) regarding removing the
macron): Parangarahu Lakes, Lake Kohangapiripiri and Parangarahu Lakes, Lake
Kohangatera.

235.

Hiwi Trust (S332/047) requests clarification of whether Stony Bay is in Schedule C
and, if so, removal of this site. Stony Bay is not included in Schedule C5, although it is
listed as a site of significance in Schedule F ‘Ecosystems and habitats with significant
indigenous biodiversity values’. The submitter has made a similar submission on
Schedule F and their concerns are addressed in the section 42A officer’s report:
Wetlands and biodiversity.

Minor errors
236.

Several minor errors have been identified by Council staff or mana whenua which are
not matters raised in submissions. RMA Schedule 1, clause 16(2) provides for Council
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to make minor amendments to a Plan without using the process set out in the first
schedule.
237.

In Schedule C4 ‘Sites of significance to Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika a Maui’:
Parangārahu (Fitzroy Bay) and Orua-poua-nui should be separate entries. The iwi has
advised that the values for both sites are: kāinga, mahinga kai, tohu ahurea, wāhi tapu
and wāhi tūpuna.

238.

Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika has also advised the following corrections to
names, spelling and map labels:
a)

the correct name for the iwi is ‘Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika a Maui’,
consistent with the spelling in the Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust
Treaty Settlement legislation

b)

‘Orua-poua-nui’ should be ‘Baring Head/ Ōruapouanui’

c)

there should be no macron on Parangārahu where it is mentioned throughout
the proposed Plan i.e.. Parangārahu (Fitzroy Bay), Parangārahu Lakes, Lake
Kohangapiripiri and Parangārahu Lakes, Lake Kohangatera in Schedules B
and C.

d)

on Map 6 ‘Sites of significance to Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika a
Maui’: the labels for Wainuiomata River mouth and foreshore and
Parangarahu (Fitzroy Bay) are incorrectly sited and a new label is required to
show Baring Head/ Ōruapouanui’. These amendments are shown on Figure 6.

239.

On Schedule C5 ‘Sites of significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne
o Wairarapa’:

240.

a)

In the entry for Makakaweka Stream: the value wahi whakawatea is repeated.

b)

In the entry for Parakuiti, Ruamāhanga River: the value taniwha is repeated.

In my opinion these are all minor errors and can be made relying on clause 16(2) of the
First Schedule to the RMA. These changes are not addressed in the section 32AA
evaluation.
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Issue 4 Summary of recommendations
241.

Across the entire plan: replace Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika a Maui with
Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika.

242.

On Schedules C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5: amend the heading ‘Values’ to read ‘Significant
values’.

243.

On Schedule C4 ‘Sites of significance to Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika a
Maui’:
a)

separate the entry for Parangārahu (Fitzroy Bay), Orua-poua-nui into two sites
and label these sites as:

b)



Parangarahu (Fitzroy Bay)



Baring Head/ Ōruapouanui

cite the values for both sites as: kāinga, mahinga kai, tohu ahurea, wāhi tapu
and wāhi tūpuna

c)

Remove the macron from Parangārahu where it is referenced in Schedules B
and C.

244.

Revise Map 6 ‘Sites of significance to Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika a Maui
(Schedule C4)’ and on the Greater Wellington GIS Viewer for Schedule C: to locate the
following sites as shown on Figure 6: Parangarahu (Fitzroy Bay), Baring Head/
Ōruapouanui and Wainuiomata River mouth and foreshore.

245.

On Schedule C5 Sites of significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne
o Wairarapa’:
a)

rename ‘Kourarau Stream and Reservoir’ as ‘Kourarau Stream and Reservoir
Wetland’ and amend the boundary as shown on Figure 3.

b)

for the entry ‘Makakaweka Stream’: delete the repeated value ‘wahi
whakawatea’.

c)

for the entry ‘Parakuiti, Ruamāhanga River’: delete the repeated value
‘taniwha’.
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246.

On Schedule C5 and Map 7 ‘Sites of significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa
and Rangitāne o Wairarapa’:
a)

delete three sites ‘Motukairangi coast’, ‘Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs’
and ‘Whareama River mouth and coast’

b)

replace with two new sites: ‘Motuwaireka Stream to Waipupu’ and
‘Whareama River mouth’ as shown on Figure 5

c)

NATRP-1620937158-990

cite the values for these two sites as ‘mahinga kai, wāhi tapu’.
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Figure 6: Proposed amendments to Map 6: Sites of significance to Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o
Te Ika a Maui (Schedule C4)
Note – This map only shows that part of Map 6 where amendments have been recommended to some site
names. The insert shows the full area covered by Map 6 in the proposed Plan.
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247.

At the beginning of Schedule C add the following Note:
The significant sites listed in Schedule C refer to discrete sites and do not refer to the
entire water body. To locate these sites refer to the indicative maps in Chapter 13 of this
Plan and/or the more detailed online web map viewer available on the Council’s
website at http://mapping.gw.govt.nz/gwrc/ (select theme Proposed Natural Resources
Plan 2015).
Further information on the values associated with a particular site is available from
mana whenua. Contact information for these iwi is available from the Wellington
Regional Council.

Section 32AA assessment
248.

I consider that all of these recommended amendments, apart from the recommended
changes to the following Schedule C sites:
a)

Kourarau Stream and Reservoir

b)

Motukairangi coast

c)

Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs

d)

Whareama River mouth and coast.

are minor errors or matters of clarification that can be made relying on RMA clause
16(2) of the First Schedule. Accordingly I have only included an assessment pursuant
to RMA section 32AA in relation to the recommended changes to these four Schedule
C sites.
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Appendix A: Evidence of Joseph Potangaroa (kaituhituhi for
Rangitāne o Wairarapa)

Responding to submissions regarding specific sites with significant values for
Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
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BEFORE THE PROPOSED NATURAL RESOURCES PLAN HEARINGS PANEL

IN THE MATTER

of the Resource Management Act 1991

AND
IN THE MATTER

of Schedule C: Sites with significant mana
whenua values

AND
IN THE MATTER

of the submissions and further
submissions set out in the section 42A Officer
Report

STATEMENT OF PRIMARY EVIDENCE OF JOSEPH POTANGAROA
ON BEHALF OF WELLINGTON REGIONAL COUNCIL
TECHNICAL:
SCHEDULE C SITES OF SIGNIFICANCE TO NGĀTI KAHUNGUNU KI WAIRARAPA &
RANGITĀNE O WAIRARAPA
HENLEY LAKE
NGAKAUAU STREAM MOUTH
OTAHOME STREAM MOUTH

20 April 2017
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1.

SUMMARY

1.

My name is Joseph Potangaroa. I am a whangai of Rangitāne o
Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa through my adopted
father Maurice Potangaroa.

2.

I was part of the kaitiaki group set up to work with the Wellington
Regional Council to identify a list of sites of significance for mana
whenua to include in the proposed Plan. This list is now known as
Schedule C in the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (the proposed
Plan).

3.

I prepared the report “Identification of sites of significance to
Rangitāne o Wairarapa Incorporated For the Wellington Regional
Council Plan” (October 2012).

4.

I have been asked to provide technical evidence regarding six sites
listed in Schedule C5: Sites of significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki
Wairarapa and Rangitāne o Wairarapa that were the subject of
submissions and pre-hearing meetings.
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2.

INTRODUCTION

5.

My name is Joseph Potangaroa. I am a whangai of Rangitāne o
Wairarapa and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa through my adopted
father Maurice Potangaroa.

6.

My background in Te Ao Māori goes back to when I was a boy
listening to my dad tell stories about his ancestors, living on Te
Ahipanepane, attending marae meetings, land meetings, field trips and
reading old whakapapa books at our house.

7.

I have spent the last twenty seven years talking to kaumatua - most
significantly Jim Rimene (MNZM), reading historical material, taking
part in projects with a Wairarapa Māori focus, identifying and then
exploring significant sites, and putting aspects of tikanga Māori that I
have learnt into practice. This includes watching the skies, observing
and working with the rhythms of nature, passing on this learning to
others and, most important for this project, spending plenty of time
exploring local waterways.

8.

I am a kaituhituhi or scribe/storyteller of my people. Kaituhituhi have
a

responsibility

to

learn

about

historical,

social,

environmental/scientific and other topics to inform others and to
ensure that our tikanga is not forgotten.
9.

I am recognised as having in depth knowledge on New Zealand eels, a
taonga tuku iho for mana whenua throughout the Wairarapa. My
experience has led to writing chapters for publications, writing books,
involvement in scientific projects, presentations to groups and acting
as an advisor on the subject. An extension of eel knowledge is
learning about water values, other endemic fish species including their
lifecycles, and how humans have interacted with them over centuries,
because these underpin the selection of why people stayed at a place
and therefore may have made a structure, left rubbish and thereafter
history/values.
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10.

I was part of the kaitiaki group set up to work with the Wellington
Regional Council to establish a set of criteria, and a process, to
identify sites with significant mana whenua values. I was selected to
participate in this group because of my knowledge of tribal history
and role in tribal planning processes.

11.

I prepared the report “Identification of sites of significance to
Rangitāne o Wairarapa Incorporated For the Wellington Regional
Council Plan” (October 2012) and then worked to develop the list of
significant sites for Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne o
Wairarapa to include in the proposed Plan. This list is now known as
Schedule C5.

3.

CODE OF CONDUCT

12.

I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses
contained in the Environment Court Practice Note and that I agree to
comply with the code. My evidence in this statement is within my area
of expertise. I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me
that might alter to detract from the opinions which I express.

4.

SCOPE

13.

I have been asked to provide technical evidence to support and
explain the inclusion of the following sites in Schedule C5: Sites of
significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne o
Wairarapa:
a) Henley Lake
b) Ngakauau Stream Mouth
c) Otahome Stream Mouth
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14.

I have also been asked to confirm my satisfaction with the pre-hearing
meeting process and resolution reached with respect to the following
sites:
d) Motukairangi coast
e) Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs
f)

15.

Whareama River mouth and coast.

Within this report I:
a) briefly outline the process I used to identify sites to be included in
Schedule C5;
b) set out background information that supports the inclusion of three
sites whose inclusion in Schedule C5 has been challenged by
submissions on the proposed Plan; and
c) comment on the amendments recommended to three sites on the
Motukairangi coastline.
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5.

CRITERIA AND PROCESS USED TO IDENTIFY SIGNIFICANT
SITSE FOR MANA WHENUA

16.

I was part of the mana whenua kaitiaki group that was established by
iwi to work with the Greater Wellington Regional Council (Council)
to develop a set of criteria and a process to identify sites with
significant mana whenua values. These criteria were that the site:
a) was located in a water body or coastal marine area (CMA) and
within the jurisdiction of the Wellington Regional Council;
b) would benefit from specific regulatory protection; and
c) was not extensive or excessively complex in order for regulation
to protect them.

17.

The kaitiaki group developed a template for identifying the sites,
explaining the values that were present at the site and the attributes
that supported them. Each iwi took their own approach to
documenting the selected sites.

18.

I thought about, then identified sites, then reviewed available resource
information, drafted sheets and consulted with kaumatua. The result of
this was the background report titled ‘Identification of sites of
significance to Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Incorporated for the Wellington
Regional Council Plan’ (October 2012).

19.

I understand that letters were sent to all affected landowners who had
significant sites on their properties during the development of the draft
Plan, with a working document explaining the sites and associated
values and the process of identification. Landowners were invited to
meet with Council staff to answer any questions that they had.

20.

Community meetings were held in the draft Plan engagement phase. A
short presentation of iwi values was given and kaitiaki worked
alongside the Council to respond to questions from landowners and
community.
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21.

After the proposed Plan was notified Council staff worked through the
submissions made on Schedule C sites and identified sites where they
thought the issues raised may be able to be resolved through prehearing meetings. Discussions were held with myself and Horipo
Rimene, representing Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc, and Haami Te
Whaiti and Rawiri Smith, representing Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa
Trust, to decide which pre-hearing meetings we would conduct.

22.

I participated in the pre-hearing meetings for six sites; three of which
reached resolution. The records of these meetings are set out in the
s42A officer’s report: Areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values prepared by Ms Pam Guest.

23.

My evidence addresses the three sites where the issues raised were not
resolved during the pre-hearing process:

24.



Henley Lake



Ngakauau Stream Mouth



Otahome Stream Mouth.

I also record my satisfaction with the process carried out and
resolution reached during the pre-hearing meetings carried out for the
following sites:
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Motukairangi coast



Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs



Whareama River mouth and coast.
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6.

HENLEY LAKE

6.1

Submissions

25.

Submissions made by the Masterton District Council and South
Wairarapa District Council requested the deletion of Henley Lake
from Schedule C5 of the proposed Plan, questioning its value to mana
whenua due to it being a man-made lake and raising concerns about
the cost of compliance with the rules associated with Schedule C in
the proposed Plan.

6.2

Values of Henley Lake for Mana Whenua

26.

Henley Lake was built over natural waterways that had been used for
food and resource gathering. Mana whenua have been using the land
that Henley Lake encompasses for recreational purposes for centuries
and this continues to the present.

27.

The values of this area and the aspirations of mana whenua are set out
in the following pages.
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MANA WHENUA AND HENLEY LAKE
VALUES
From the 18th century until now mana whenua have enjoyed the use of waterways on the land that
now makes up Henley Lake. The Ruamāhanga and Waipoua Rivers with supporting streams and
wetlands, including the Henley Lake area have been and are utilised as mahinga kai and for
hākinakina. Mana whenua and Māori continue to recognise the same values even though the natural
waterways have been heavily modified.
HENLEY LAKE COVERS NATURAL WATERWAYS
The Hiona and Te Ore Ore streams come off Otawhake (Lansdowne Hill) into the northern end of
Henley Lake. The southern wetland area has been created after at least three streams have been
altered. Evidence of all five streams can be found on the land and is supported by oral histories.
There are also historical maps and photographs that show how the waterways have been changed
by humans since European settlement.
ASPIRATION

That Henley Lake is safe
to swim in and drink
from.
Like the streams that now lay beneath the
lake and wetlands once were
Above: 19th century photograph of the first
Masterton Hospital on Te Ore Ore Road.






KEY POINTS
Henley Lake is manmade over the top of and at the expense of natural waterways that would
otherwise have continued to be used for traditional purposes not withstanding the streams being
used as drains and the lake area as a sewerage unit at one time.
Henley Lake is fed by a manmade watercourse however the water comes straight out of our
ancestral river Ruamāhanga. The state it returns back to the river in is often far less than ideal.
Māori have adapted with changes to the waterways, but the values have not changed.
Whether in natural or manmade courses the water is still used for fishing, recreation and
resource gathering.

Patrick Rimene, mana whenua and New Zealand waka ama
representative with whanau on Henley Lake.
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WHO ARE THE MANA WHENUA?
The mana whenua of the land upon which Henley Lake has
been made are the Ngāti Te Hina hapū of Ngāti Hamua.
Ngati Te Hina is named after Te Hinaariki, son of
Hinetearorangi and Uateawha and grandson of Tamahau
and Hinerangi.
Te Hinaariki and his spouse Tapu had a child called Te
Ngarehu and it is through this man that the mana whenua
families derive their rights and responsibilities.
The modern day descendants of Te Ngarehu are known by
many surnames. Mana Whenua families have lived around
and enjoyed the use of the natural waterways of what is
now Henley Lake since the 18th century. This tenure has
been constant and endures to the present.

A NETWORK OF PAPAKAINGA NEAR
HENLEY LAKE
There are a network of Papakainga
near Henley lake








Photo Above: Hinerau Te Tau grew up at Hiona marae during
the 1930s and still lives in Gordon Street today.
Horipo Dane Rimene is the son of Margaret Rimene (nee
Haeata) and therefore a straight line descendent of Te
Ngarehu. Horipo has lived his entire life in Masterton, a large
proportion in nearby River Road.
Joseph Potangaroa is the adopted son of Maurice
Potangaroa. Maurice is the son of Heeni Potangaroa (nee
Nini) and also a straight line descendent of Te Ngarehu.
Joseph has lived most of his 45 years near to Henley Lake,
including the first 30 directly across the Ruamāhanga River
on ancestral land.

MĀORI
Māori from all over New Zealand have made Masterton their
home. Others have visited family and friends or stopped
over while on holiday.
An unknown number of these people joined locals in
activities in the Hiona Stream etc in the 19th and early 20th
centuries. Many others now enjoy Henley Lake training for
waka ama, picking watercress or walking through the
wetlands.
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Hiona marae in lower Gordon
Street
Tukuwahine in Upper Gordon
Street
Te Ahipanepane. Two hundred
meters east of Henley Lake
Matua Pa on the old Lansdowne
School site
Parehinahina on the old Totara
Drive School site
A whare where the limestone
lion statue is located
Potaerau south east of the
Waipoua Ruamāhanga junction

Te Ore Ore Marae is less than a
kilometre to the north east.
During the 1960s Māori living in
Cameron Crescent remember seeing
earthworks near the old Cattle Yards
in Colombo Road beside the
Waipoua.

NGĀTI
KAHUNGUNU
KI
WAIRARAPA and RANGITĀNE O
WAIRARAPA
Both iwi support the inclusion of
Henley Lake in the plan.
Haami Te Whaiti and Ra Smith on
behalf of Ngāti Kahungunu ki
Wairarapa and Horipo Rimene and
Joseph Potangaroa not only work
for the iwi organisations but also
have connections to the land upon
which Henley Lake sits.
Rawiri Smith is also of Ngāti Te
Hina hailing from nearby
Mangaakuta in Johnstone Street.
Haami Te Whaiti is also a
descendent of Ngāti Hamua
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A SELECTION OF MAPS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

1856 map of Masterton, the Waipoua River is at the top of the cross.

Above: Masterton Harriers Championship course 1936. Compare the course of the
Waipoua River to now. There are photographs that show smaller streams that
came off the Waipoua in the vicinity of the Masterton Red Star sports fields and
Henley Lake.
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Current and former natural waterways in Henley Lake. Top left Hiona Stream, middle
top Te Ore Ore stream, top right small stream near playground, bottom remains of
drained streams south west corner that would have continued to the rivers but have
now made way for the south wetlands.
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7.

NGAKAUAU STREAM MOUTH & OTAHOME STREAM
MOUTH

7.1

Submissions

28.

Anders and Emily Crofoot the landowners of Castlepoint Station,
requested that Ngakauau Stream mouth and Otahome Stream mouth
be removed from Schedule C5, unless further evidence is provided to
show this site has significant values.

7.2

Values of Ngakauau Stream Mouth for Mana Whenua

29.

The Ngakauau Stream Mouth is an entry and exit point for migrating
fish species. In earlier times its value would have been in catching fish
and celebrating the return of another generation of juvenile fish.
Today its value is in providing endangered species passage to and
from inland habitats.

30.

It is also a freshwater source for people moving up and down the coast
while using the coastal highway.

7.3

Values of Otahome Stream Mouth for Mana Whenua

31.

The Otahome Stream Mouth is an entry and exit point for migrating
fish species. In earlier times its value would have been in catching fish
and celebrating the return of another generation of juvenile fish.
Today its value is in providing endangered species passage to and
from inland habitats.

32.

It is also a freshwater source for people moving up and down the coast
while using the coastal highway.

33.

Further details of the history and values of both Otahome Stream and
Ngakauau Stream are set out in the following pages.
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Ngakauau and Otahome Streams
History
34.

For hundreds of year’s people have traversed the Wairarapa coast,
utilising freshwater sources for hydration along the way. Where they
had the species knowledge they have been able to extract flora and
fauna for food and shelter. All of the intertidal zone, estuaries and
freshwater bodies have been used for these purposes.

35.

In the past mana whenua inhabited semi-permanent structures such as
papakainga (villages) and pa (fortified villages) along the coastline.
There were papakainga, pa and kainga (houses) at Oruhi, Waimimiha
and Castlepoint.

36.

As often taupuni (camps) were set up for seasonal food gathering.
Evidence of these camps will be scarce although midden such as the
one at Otahome are still found from time to time.

37.

There is also a factor that is sometimes overlooked and that is that
because there is no recorded site at a place it does not mean that there
is nothing there. Often it only means that archaeologists have not
visited the area. This is why the southern Wairarapa coast has
numerous recorded sites and the upper Ruamahanga Valley has few.
Mana whenua identification of sites is far more extensive than anyone
else north of Masterton.

38.

Oral traditions state that there was a papakainga at the Ngakauau
stream mouth but there is no more detail than that. It is not uncommon
for western science to catch up and then support oral history. The oral
history is not taken seriously until an archaeologist states they have
found something.
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Values
39.

When we look at a place like Ngakauau it is the modern value that is
to the forefront. It is a stream with life in it. Other streams have been
destroyed or are polluted.

40.

It could be that like the Castlepoint stream that provided surprisingly
valuable information during the Rangitāne glass eel project that
Ngakauau could be the same. Other than a general understanding of
the history as above, water is the reason I suggested that the stream be
included.

41.

The farming practices around a stream might be benefitting a rare
species of fish. No one knows but if a stream is connecting to the sea,
not necessarily all year round, fish can get in or out and there is a
population present there is potential to learn valuable information
about a species like the longfin eel that could boost their numbers.

42.

Some years ago The Ministry of Fisheries suggested that if tangata
whenua wanted to undertake customary fishing then Māori should
stop using masks and snorkels. We were polite enough to not suggest
that they should stop using utes and phones. The value surrounding
kaimoana had not changed, but technology to gather the fish had and
what was also acknowledged was that numbers of fish had gone down.
We, like everyone else, had to look at fishing differently, to not only
help the fish but to help our collective selves. Also we still fished in
the same bays that our ancestors did, karaka trees and in some cases
earthworks confirmed this, but it was the state of the fish stocks that
was relevant to now and the future - not so much the earthworks.
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8.

MOTUKAIRANGI COASTLINE

8.1

Submissions

43.

A stretch of the Wairarapa coast includes a contiguous area of four
Schedule C5 sites, from the Motuwaireka Stream Mouth and Reefs
through to the Waimimiha coast (Figure 4). Glen and Angie Meredith
(S432/001, S432/002), landowners of Orui Station, request that three
of these sites (Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs; Motukairangi
coast, and Whareama River mouth and coast) be removed from
Schedule C because they do not accept that these sites have significant
values for mana whenua, nor that these sites are of any greater
significance than other areas of Wairarapa coast. The landowners
consider that the impositions associated with the listing of these sites
(namely the restrictions on stock access required by Rule R97) would
make it impossible to farm the 10 kilometre coastal strip located on
their property.

8.2

Resolution of issues

44.

Following the pre-hearing meeting, kaitiaki acknowledged the
landowner’s concerns regarding the extensive nature of the Schedule
C sites along this part of the coast, noting the difficulty of excluding
extensively farmed livestock from the coast, and agreed to re-evaluate
the justification for the designation of these sites and delineation of
their boundaries. In consultation with both Rangitāne o Wairarapa and
Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa iwi, kaitiaki agreed to redefine the
Schedule C sites to focus on the most significant areas which link the
native reserve sites to the coastal reef. My recommended amendments
are shown on Figure 5 in the Officer’s Report: Areas and sites with
significant mana whenua values.
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9.

CONCLUSION

45.

I have presented evidence that explains and supports the inclusion of
the following three sites:
Henley Lake
Ngakauau Stream Mouth
Otahome Stream Mouth.
and the recommended amendments to:
Motukairangi coast
Whareama River mouth and coast
Motuwaireka Stream mouth and coast
in Schedule C5: Sites of significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki
Wairarapa and Rangitāne o Wairarapa.

46.

This work has been an example of inter-iwi collaboration where both
have agreed upon the values of identified sites. I have been able to
work alongside Haami Te Whaiti or Ngāti Kahungunu. In turn we
have worked with iwi environmental unit managers Rawiri Smith,
Ngāti Kahungunu and Horipo Rimene of Rangitāne.

47.

I have met with kaumatua following the pre-hearing meetings held for
these sites. These kaumatua support my recommendations. In addition
both iwi have discussed the sites within their own organisations. They
too support my recommendations.

Joseph Potangaroa, 19 April 2017
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Appendix B: Recommended amendments and section 32AA assessment
The recommended amendments to provisions of the proposed Plan made in this section 42A report and the section 32AA assessment are set out
below. Additions to the notified text are in underline and deletions are strike through text.
Amendment
no./Submission point no.

Chapter

Provision

Recommended amendment

Evaluation of amendment (section 32AA assessment)

A1: (clarification in
response to comments on
implementation post
notification)

2
Interpretation

Cultural impact
assessment*

Cultural impact assessment*: A cultural
impact assessment must be prepared by a
suitably qualified person mandated by
mana whenua.

Effectiveness and efficiency

Refer to paras 163-165

(CIA)

This amendment ensures that a CIA is prepared by a person who
has the mandate of mana whenua, ensuring that the assessment is
based on all available information, has addressed all the relevant
concerns of mana whenua, and will therefore be supported by the
appropriate iwi authority. Accordingly this amendment is more
effective and efficient than the notified provision because it is clearer
about what is required, and will increase the likelihood that adequate
information is provided with a resource consent application.
Costs
Avoids the costs associated with a CIA that does not have the
endorsement of the appropriate mana whenua; including not
adequately addressing their values and concerns associated with
the proposed activity and the potential cost of needing to prepare a
new or amended CIA.
Benefits: (environmental, cultural, economic and social)
Ensures that the advice provided by a CIA is supported by the
appropriate iwi authority, fully identifying their values and providing
the appropriate advice regarding the need to avoid, remedy or
mitigate effects associated with the proposed activity.
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Risk of acting or not acting
Reasonably low risk of not acting.
Decision about most appropriate option
This is a helpful matter of clarification that is supported by iwi
representatives on Poutiriau, a group which provides advice across
Council on operational issues from a Māori perspective.
In my opinion the proposed amendment is the most appropriate way
to achieve the purpose of the RMA and the objectives of the
proposed Plan, will have cultural and environmental benefits, and
will not reduce opportunities for economic growth or have a negative
effect on employment.
A2: (S61/001); (S71/001);
(S86/003); (S52/002)
Refer to paras 196-200

Schedule C5

 Kourarau
Stream and
Reservoir

Rename site as ‘Kourarau Stream and
Reservoir Wetland’ and amend the site
boundary as shown on Figure 3.

Effectiveness and efficiency
The recommended boundary change will provide more effective
protection for mana whenua values by focusing Schedule C
protection on areas of higher value and greater sensitivity to the
effects of activities, such as stock access. It will also remove the
concerns raised by landowners and fishermen regarding the
difficulty of excluding stock from the reservoir and anticipated
impediments to access to the reservoir for fishing.
Costs
There is likely to be a small loss of potential environmental gains by
removing the requirement for stock exclusion from the lower part of
the reservoir (as required by Rule R97 (e)(ii): Access to the beds of
surface water bodies by livestock). (However livestock access will
still need to meet the minimum requirements set by Rule R97(a) and
(c)).
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Benefits: (environmental, cultural, economic and social)
The boundary change addresses the concerns raised by:
i.

the landowners who were concerned at the impracticality
and cost of having to fully exclude stock from the lower
part of the reservoir, with the surrounding paddocks mainly
used for extensive grazing and temporary holding
paddocks; and

ii.

fishing interests who were concerned at the likely
impediment to access to the reservoir caused by any
fencing of this area.

The negotiated change to the Schedule C site boundary led to an
agreement by the adjacent landowners to fence the Kourarau
Stream and inlet wetland to exclude all livestock and agreement to
engage in a riparian and wetland planting programme, in partnership
with the Council and other interested parties. Agreement was also
reached amongst those in attendance at the pre-hearing meeting to
develop a joint management plan to address issues, including water
quality, habitat and pest fish.
The recommended amendment, together with the agreement, better
protects the significant values of the site and is likely to be more
effective because it has the support of the adjacent landowners.
Risk of acting or not acting
The risk of not acting is that the significant values of the wetland are
not fully protected, the provisions as notified are not the most
efficient, and there is a risk of higher compliance costs associated
with enforcing the provisions as notified.
Not acting would also lose the good faith of all parties who came to
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consensus on the revised boundary and the attendant benefits as
set out above.
Decision about most appropriate option
The revised boundary was a consensus reached by all interested
parties. The benefits far outweigh any costs. As Schedule C is iwi
mandated the most appropriate option for implementing Objective
O33 is to accept the recommended changes as best providing for
mana whenua values and priorities for management.
In my opinion the proposed amendment is the most appropriate way
to achieve the purpose of the RMA and the objectives of the
proposed Plan, will have cultural, social, environmental and
economic benefits, and will not reduce opportunities for economic
growth or have a negative effect on employment.
A3: (S432/001)
Refer to paras –207-211

Schedule C5

 Motukairangi
coast
 Motuwaireka
Stream
mouth and
reefs
 Whareama
River mouth
and coast

On Schedule C5 and Map 7 ‘Sites of
significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki
Wairarapa and Rangitāne o Wairarapa’:
replace the three sites ‘Motukairangi coast’,
‘Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs’ and
‘Whareama River mouth and coast’ with
two, more discrete, sites ‘Whareama River
mouth’ and ‘Motuwaireka Stream to
Waipupu’ as shown on Figure 5.

Effectiveness and efficiency
The recommended revision of Schedule C site boundaries will
provide more focused, and therefore effective, protection for the
mana whenua values associated with the relationship between the
native reserves and reef system located on this coastal strip. These
changes are more efficient in terms of achieving Objective O33 as
they remove unhelpful regulation over an extensive stretch of
coastal land.
Costs
There is a potential loss of some environmental gains that may have
accrued by requiring stock exclusion (as required by Rule R97
(e)(ii): Access to the beds of surface water bodies by livestock) from
the full extent of the Orui coast (as notified Schedule C sites).
However, livestock access will still need to meet the baseline
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standards of Rule R97(a) and (c).
Benefits: (environmental, cultural, economic and social)
The recommended amendments should lead to better environmental
and cultural outcomes than would arise from the as-notified version:
Iwi consider that the revised Schedule C site boundaries will better
recognise and provide for the relationship between the native
reserves on this coastal strip and the coastal reef system.
The amendment reduces the difficulties posed to the landowner of
restricting stock access from the extensive, rugged and, in parts,
eroding coastal area encompassed by the three ‘as notified’ sites as
required under permitted activity Rule R97 or, alternatively, avoids
the costs to the landowner of applying for a resource consent.
The proposed amendments are supported by the landowner and
have facilitated his agreement to work with the Council to prepare
and implement a farm environment plan that will help to maintain the
coastal wetlands located within and adjacent to the Schedule C
sites.
Risk of acting or not acting
The risk of not acting is to lose the good faith of both mana whenua
and the landowner who have reached agreement on the changes to
these three Schedule C sites, and risks the attendant benefits as set
out above.
Decision about most appropriate option
The amendments to these three sites have been recommended by
mana whenua and endorsed by the landowner. Amending Schedule
C is the most appropriate way of achieving Objective O33 when
compared to the sites listed in the as-notified proposed Plan, as
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Schedule C is iwi mandated and the recommended changes better
provide for their values and management priorities.
In my opinion the proposed amendment is the most appropriate way
to achieve the purpose of the RMA and the objectives of the
proposed Plan, will have cultural, social, environmental and
economic benefits, and will not reduce opportunities for economic
growth nor have a negative effect on employment.
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Appendix C: List of individual submitters
Allan A Smith
Anders and Emily Crofoot
Atiawa ki Whakarongotai
Bell Camp Trust
Carter Families
Carterton District Council
CentrePort Limited (CentrePort)
CentrePort Properties Limited
Coastal Ratepayers United Incorporated
Dairy NZ and Fonterra Co-operative Group Ltd
David and Pip Blackwood and Mike and Julia Murray
Egon Guttke
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
GBC Winstone
Glen and Angie Meredith
Graham Evans
Hammond Limited
Heritage New Zealand
Hiwi Trust
Joan Allin and Rob Crozier
Julian and Ruth Blackett
Kairoa Farms Limited
Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings Limited
Kapiti Coast District Council
Kennott Family Trust
Kiwi Rail Holdings Limited
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Land Matters LTD
Mahaki Holdings LTD
Masterton District Council
Max Lutz
Maypole Environmental Limited
Meridian Energy Limited
Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki
NZ Transport Agency
Porirua City Council
Powerco
Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc
South Wairarapa District Council
Sport Fly Fishing NZ Incorporated
Te Runanga o Toa Rangatira Inc
Tim Mansell and Family
USNZ
Vector Gas Ltd
Waikanae Christian Holiday Park (El Rancho)
Wellington City Council
Wellington Fish and Game Association (Wairarapa)
Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association
Wellington Water Limited
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Appendix D: Pre-hearing meeting notes
Kourarau Stream and Reservoir
Meeting 1 10 August 2016
Meeting 2 13 September 2016

Henly Lake
Meeting 1 10 August 2016
Meeting 2 7 November 2016

Motuwaireka Stream mouth and reefs; Motukairangi coast; and Whareama River mouth
and coast
Meeting 1

22 September 2016

Meeting 2

6 October 2016

Ngakauau Stream mouth & coast; Otahome (Otahaumi) Stream mouth and foreshore
Meeting 1 20 October 2016
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Kourarau Stream and Reservoir – Pre-hearing meeting 1
Report on pre-hearing meeting held 10 August 2016

Present
David Blackwood, Landowner
Mike Murray, Landowner
Paul Shortis, Wairarapa Fish and Game Association and Ornithological Association
Phil Teal, Wellington Fish and Game Association
Horipo Rimene, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Ra Smith, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Haami Te Whaiti, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Mike Grace, Greater Wellington Regional Council
Pam Guest, Greater Wellington Regional Council

1.

Introduction
Mike Grace opened the meeting by welcoming everyone and giving a brief
explanation of the background to the development of Schedule C within the
Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP). Following a round of introductions,
Pam Guest explained that the purpose of the meeting was to try to come to a
resolution around the issues raised by landowners and fishing interests who are
concerned about the effects of PNRP Rule R97 livestock exclusion on the
Kourarau Reservoir, consequential to its inclusion in Schedule C. None of the
submissions questioned the value of the Reservoir to mana whenua.

2.

Discussion of issues





3.

Values of Kourarau Stream and wetland; importance of excluding cattle.
Values of the Kourarau Reservoir; issues with water quality (particularly
sediment), concerns re. fish species present, importance of maintaining
access for fishing.
Effects of cattle vs sheep, pros and cons of fencing, any alternatives to
permanent fencing.
Use of a partnership approach and preparation of a joint management plan
to address issues and meet multiple values associated with the Kourarau
Reservoir.

Issues in agreement
In scope matters:
1.

The boundaries of the “Kourarau Stream and Reservoir” within Schedule
C5: Sites of significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki W airarapa and Rangitāne
ō W airarapa to be redefined to exclude the Reservoir, focusing on the
Kourarau Stream and wetland. Rename the site “Kourarau Stream and
W etland”.

Out of scope matters:
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4.

2.

Landowners have advised that they are happy to fence the Kourarau
Stream and inlet wetland to exclude all livestock.

3.

A ll parties agreed that the Kourarau Reservoir has natural values of
significance to many parties but that there are issues that need to be
addressed with respect to water quality (primarily sediment), habitat and
fish species present. The favoured management approach is to develop a
joint Management Plan in partnership with key stakeholders, addressing
multiple values and issues.

4.

Parties requested that the option of using agreed management plans to
manage access by sheep to Category 1 surface water bodies be raised with
regional council officers evaluating submissions relating to PNRP Rule
R97: A ccess to the beds of surface water bodies by livestock.

Issues remaining outstanding
All parties to be consulted on the drafting of a new site boundary.

5.

Information for the Hearing: Sites with significant mana
whenua values
This report will be appended to the Officer's s42A Report for Sites with
significant mana whenua values.

Mike and Pam thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting at
11.30 a.m.
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Kourarau Stream and Reservoir – Pre-hearing meeting 2
Report on pre-hearing meeting held 13 September 2016

Present
David Blackwood, Landowner
Craig Thompson , Trusthouse
Paul Shortis, Wairarapa Fish and Game Association and Ornithological Association
Graham Evans, Fisherman
Horipo Rimene, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Russell Kawana, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Ra Smith, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Haami Te Whaiti, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Josie Winters, Greater Wellington Regional Council
Mike Grace, Greater Wellington Regional Council
Pam Guest, Greater Wellington Regional Council
Apologies
Mike Murray, Landowner

1

Introduction
Mike Grace opened the meeting with a welcome. Pam Guest gave a brief recap
on the agreement reached at the first pre-hearing meeting held at the Kourarau
Reservoir (10 August 2016), which was to amend the site boundary to exclude
the bulk of the Kourarau Reservoir, refocusing the site on the Kourarau Stream
and wetland, and to investigate use of a jointly developed management plan to
address management issues with the broader site. The focus of this second prehearing meeting was for kaitiaki, submitters and landowners to agree on the
revised site boundary.

2

Discussion of issues




3

Land ownership boundaries and actual use.
Practical and effective boundaries for fencing and planting the stream and
wetland.
Use of a community planting day to assist the landowners with
revegetation of the stream and wetland.

Issues in agreement
In Scope
Agreement was reached by all parties regarding the amended site boundary (as
per attached map).
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Out of Scope
Wellington Regional Council Land Management staff will initiate a process to
develop a Site Management Plan involving all interested parties and will
arrange a Community Planting day to assist with revegetation at the Site.

4

Issues remaining outstanding
No outstanding issues

5

Information for the Hearing: Sites with significant mana
whenua values
This report will be appended to the Officer's s42A Report for Sites with
significant mana whenua values.

Mike and Pam thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting at
11.30 a.m.
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Henley Lake – Pre-hearing meeting 1
Report on pre-hearing meeting held on 10 August 2016

Present
Joseph Potangaroa, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Horipo Rimene, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Ra Smith, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Haami Te Whaiti, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Lucy McWilliam, Masterton District Council
David Hopman, Masterton District Council
Andrea Jackson, Masterton District Council
Rosanne Heyes, Masterton District Council
Hoani Paku, Masterton District Council
Mike Grace, Greater Wellington Regional Council
Pam Guest, Greater Wellington Regional Council

1

Introduction
Mike Grace opened the meeting with a welcome, mihimihi and round of
introductions. Pam Guest explained that the purpose of the meeting was to try
to come to a resolution around the issues raised by the Masterton District
Council (MDC) who questioned the identification of mana whenua values
associated with Henley Lake given that it is a man-made lake and raised
concerns about the cost of compliance with the Proposed Natural Resources
Plan (PNRP) provisions relating to Schedule C sites.

2

Discussion of issues








Clarification of Schedule C site boundary for Henley Lake.
There was some initial confusion around the boundary of the scheduled
site due to an incorrect version of the map being attached to the prehearing meeting invitation. The boundary was clarified as comprising the
waterbody only, with the boundary following the lake edge; this was
confirmed by a subsequent e-mail with the correct map attached.
Description and explanation of the cultural history and values associated
with Henley Lake and the surrounding aquatic environment.
A set of notes prepared by Joseph Potangaroa was circulated. It was
explained that, although highly modified, the lake represents a remnant
water body within a previously expansive area of waterways and wetlands.
Discussion of Henley Lake Park Reserve Management Plan:
The plan recognises some specific cultural values associated with the lake.
To be reviewed in 2017.
Explanation of the role of Henley Lake as part of the MDC stormwater
management system.
Overview of PNRP provisions related to Schedule C.
The most relevant rules for MDC activities relate to:
- management of stormwater from a local authority network;
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-

3

Issues in agreement


4

structures in, on or under the bed of a river or lake;
the piping of streams;
planting within the site.

No matters of agreement were reached, although MDC noted that some
mana whenua values associated with Henley Lake are acknowledged
within the Henley Lake Park Reserve Management Plan.

Issues remaining outstanding


Acceptance of mana whenua values associated with the ‘water’ of Henley
Lake.



Retention of Henley Lake in Schedule C

MDC requested a second meeting to enable further discussion of the
implications of the PNRP policies and rules.

5

Information for PNRP Hearings
This report will be appended to the Officer's s42A PNRP Report for “Maori
significant sites”.

Mike Grace thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting at
2.30 p.m.
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Henley Lake – Pre-hearing meeting 2
Report on pre-hearing meeting held 7 November 2016
Present
Joseph Potangaroa, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Horipo Rimene, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Haami Te Whaiti, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Lucy McWilliam, Masterton District Council
David Hopman, Masterton District Council
Andrea Jackson, Masterton District Council
Rosanne Heyes, Masterton District Council
Pam Guest, Greater Wellington Regional Council

1

Introduction
Pam Guest opened the meeting with a welcome and a recap of the matters
discussed at the first pre-hearing meeting. She acknowledged receipt of a
subsequent memo from Masterton District Council (MDC) stating:

2

i.

acceptance of the broader values associated with Henley Lake and belief
that these are best managed through the Henley Lake Management Plan

ii.

inclusion of Henley Lake in Schedule C will result in significant cost to
MDC, constraint in terms of managing the lake for recreation, and less
resources to use in improving the lake.

Discussion of issues








3

The activity status for a range of activities that MDC foresee as
possibilities for Henley Lake (e.g., installation of rock “wave bands” for
lake-edge protection, building of a jetty, installation of structures to
improve water quality).
Current MDC work to renew their consent to take water from the
Ruamāhanga River to divert through Henley Lake.
Review of the Henley Park Reserve Management Plan; use of this to
address management issues in an integrated way, and the need to
acknowledge and provide for wider iwi values associated with the water of
the lake.
Costs associated with applying for resource consent.
Potential to apply for a package of consents, with a single cultural impact
assessment.

Issues in agreement


MDC acknowledge a broad range of mana whenua-held values and
associations with Henley Lake.
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4

Issues remaining outstanding


5

Retention of Henley Lake in Schedule C.

Information for PNRP Hearings
This report will be appended to the Officer's s42A PNRP Report for “Maori
significant sites”.

Pam Guest thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting
around 11.15 a.m.
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Motuwaireka Stream Mouth and Reefs; Motukairangi Coast;
Whareama River Mouth and Coast – Pre-hearing meeting 1

and

Report on pre-hearing meeting held 22 September 2016

Present
Glen Meredith, Landowner of Orui Station
Horipo Rimene, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Joseph Potangaroa, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Russell Kawana, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Haami Te Whaiti, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Michelle McCabe, Greater Wellington Regional Council
Mike Grace, Greater Wellington Regional Council
Pam Guest, Greater Wellington Regional Council

1

Introduction
Mike Grace opened the meeting by introducing the general purpose of the day
and thanking the landowner for hosting the meeting. Following a round of
introductions, Pam Guest explained that the purpose of the meeting was to try
to come to a resolution around the issues raised by the landowner about the
scheduling of three sites located along the coastline that adjoins Mr Meredith’s
property (Orui Station) in Schedule C “Sites with significant mana whenua
value” in the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP). These sites are:
-

Motuwaireka Stream Mouth and Reefs;

-

Motukairangi Coast; and

-

Whareama River Mouth and Coast.

Mr Grace acknowledged that while Mr Meredith had also opposed the
designation of several significant wetlands on Orui Station, discussion of this
issue would be deferred to a subsequent meeting so that discussion could focus
solely on the sites of significance to mana whenua.

2

Discussion of issues
Mr Meredith explained his concerns around the inclusion of the three sites in
PNRP Schedule C relating to:


a perceived lack of evidence about any associated mana whenua values;



access across Orui Station to reach the fisheries of the Motuwaireka Reefs;
and



the implications of PNRP Rule R97 livestock exclusion, particularly any
requirement to fence along the coastline.
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Joseph Potangaroa provided an overview of both the historic significance of
this area as a “coastal highway” for iwi, rich in kai moana and settlement sites,
and the area’s contemporary values.
A site visit was carried out, travelling the coastal length of Mr Meredith’s
property between the Motuwaireka and Whareama river mouths. Matters
discussed included the:




3

mana whenua values associated with the river mouths, reef system, and the
coastal area as a whole;
effects of livestock access on these values;
active coastal erosion evident and the implications of this for fencing to
exclude livestock.

Issues in agreement
Kaitiaki acknowledged Mr Meredith’s concerns regarding the extensive nature
of the Schedule C sites along this part of the coast, noted the difficulty of
excluding extensively farmed livestock from this entire area, and agreed to reevaluate the justification for the designation of these sites and delineation of
their boundaries.

4

Issues remaining outstanding
There was no immediate resolution reached around the continued inclusion
and/or boundaries of the three sites in Schedule C.
Mr Meredith’s concerns about the inclusion of the Orui wetlands in Schedule
F3 are still to be discussed.

5

Information for the Hearing: Sites with significant mana
whenua values
This report will be appended to the Officer's s42A Report for Sites with
significant mana whenua values.

Mike and Pam thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting at
11.30 a.m.
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Motuwaireka Stream Mouth and Reefs; Motukairangi Coast;
Whareama River Mouth and Coast – Pre-hearing meeting 2

and

Report on pre-hearing meeting held 6 October 2016
Present
Glen Meredith, Angie Meredith Orui Station landowners
Mike Grace, Greater Wellington Regional Council
Michelle McCabe, Greater Wellington Regional Council

1

Background
A pre-hearing meeting and site visit were held on 22 September at Orui
Station, Riversdale to discuss the submission made by Glen Meredith
(landowner) opposing the inclusion of three sites in Schedule C of the
Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region (PNRP):
-

Motuwaireka Stream Mouth and Reefs;

-

Motukairangi Coast; and

-

Whareama River Mouth and Coast.

This meeting was attended by Mr Meredith, kaitiaki for Rangitāne ō Wairarapa
Inc and Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust, and staff from Greater
Wellington Regional Council. At the conclusion of this meeting kaitiaki agreed
to review the justification for including these sites in Schedule C and/or their
boundaries in light of the issues raised by the landowner and discussed during
the site visit. Subsequently, kaitiaki of both runanga agreed to remove the
Motukairangi Coast site from Schedule C and amended the boundaries of the
other two sites to better recognise the reef systems adjacent to the native
reserves and their relationship to Motuwaireka and Whareama river mouths
(Map 1).
The aim of this second pre-hearing meeting was to discuss the proposed
changes to Schedule C with Mr Meredith and ascertain whether or not these
would meet his concerns. The meeting was also used as an opportunity to
discuss other submissions made by the landowner opposing the inclusion of
two wetlands located on Orui Station in PNRP Schedule F3: Identified
significant natural wetlands.

2

Discussion of issues
Matters discussed included:
(1) Proposed deletion and boundary amendments to Schedule C sites
adjoining Orui Station; and
(2) The values of significant wetlands on Orui Station and requirements for
their management.
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3

Issues in agreement
In scope matters:
It will be recommended to the PNRP Hearing Panel that:
6

The Motukairangi Coast site be removed from PNRP Schedule C5: Sites of
significance to Ngāti Kahungunu ki W airarapa and Rangitāne ō W airarapa.

7

The boundaries for the Motuwaireka Stream Mouth and Reefs and
Whareama River Mouth and Coast sites be revised in accordance with Map
1 as submitted by Rangitāne ō W airarapa Inc and Ngāti Kahungunu ki
W airarapa Trust.

Out of scope matters:

4

8

The landowners will work with Wellington Regional Council to prepare
and implement a farm environment plan to maintain the wetlands located
on Orui Station and to address issues associated with stock access to water
bodies.

9

Wellington Regional Council will review the boundaries of the following
wetlands located on Orui Station:
Orui A Whareama River Mouth



Orui C & D.

Issues remaining outstanding
1.

5



An ecological review of the Orui Station wetland boundaries is to be
carried out and any recommended changes will be incorporated in the
recommendations to the PNRP s42A Hearing Report: Wetlands and
Biodiversity.

Information for the Hearing: Sites with significant mana
whenua values
This report will be appended to the Officer's s42A Report for Sites with
significant mana whenua values.
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Whareama River mouth: Agreed boundary changes
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Motukairangi Coast and Motuwaireka Stream Mouth and Reefs: Agreed boundary changes
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Ngakauau Stream mouth & coast; and Otahome (Otahaumi) Stream mouth
and foreshore – Pre-hearing meeting
Report on pre-hearing meeting held 20 October 2016

Present
Anders Crofoot, Landowner of Castlepoint Station
Emily Crofoot, Landowner of Castlepoint Station
Horipo Rimene, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Joseph Potangaroa, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Russell Kawana, Rangitāne ō Wairarapa Inc
Haami Te Whaiti, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust
Michelle McCabe, Wellington Regional Council
Mike Grace, Wellington Regional Council
Pam Guest, Wellington Regional Council

1

Introduction
Mike Grace opened the meeting by introducing the general purpose of the day
and thanking the landowners for hosting the meeting. Following a round of
introductions, Pam Guest explained that the purpose of the meeting was to
share information to try to come to a resolution regarding the issues raised by
the landowners regarding the inclusion of two sites in Schedule C - Sites with
significant mana whenua values of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that
are located partially on their property (Castlepoint Station):

2



Ngakauau Stream mouth & coast; and



Otahome (Otahaumi) Stream mouth and foreshore.

Discussion of issues
Matters discussed at the homestead and during field visits to both sites
included:


Mr and Mrs Crofoot explained their concerns regarding the scheduling of
both sites, in particular:
(a) they consider that there is no evidence that supports the claim that
these sites are important for iwi and that the physical nature of the
sites makes them unlikely to have been used historically for landing
sites; and
(b) they are concerned at the potential for rules associated with Schedule
C to limit current land management activities and future land use
change.



Mr Crofoot noted that the map sent to them prior to the notification of the
PNRP showed more general and extensive site boundaries than the final
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3

site boundaries included in PNRP Schedule C and that they found relief in
the more condensed nature of the sites.
Joseph Potangaroa explained the values of these sites for mana whenua
and the importance of oral history as evidence of values and historic use
by iwi.
Pam Guest outlined the rules that have the most potential to apply to these
sites being livestock access (while noting that both sites are already
fenced), the building of structures, reclamation, and activities within the
coastal marine area.

Issues in agreement
No matters of agreement were reached.

4

Issues remaining outstanding
As per original submission.

5

Information for the Hearing: Sites with significant mana
whenua values
This report will be appended to the Officer's s42A Report for Sites with
significant mana whenua values.

Mike and Pam thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting at
5 p.m.
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Appendix E: Hearing that will consider rules relevant to
Schedule C sites
Rule No

section 42A Report

Hearing

R51

Stormwater

Hearing 4

R52

Stormwater

Hearing 4

R97

Land use in riparian margins and stock access to water bodies

Hearing 2

R98

Land use in riparian margins and stock access to water bodies

Hearing 2

R106

Wetlands and Biodiversity

Hearing 3

R123

Beds of lakes and rivers

Hearing 5

R125

Beds of lakes and rivers

Hearing 5

R127

Beds of lakes and rivers

Hearing 5

R151

Coast

Hearing 6

R155

Coast

Hearing 6

R162

Coast

Hearing 6

R164

Coast

Hearing 6

R165

Coast

Hearing 6

R167

Coast

Hearing 6

R173

Coast

Hearing 6

R186

Coast

Hearing 6

R192

Coast

Hearing 6

R195

Coast

Hearing 6

R198

Coast

Hearing 6

R201

Coast

Hearing 6

R202

Coast

Hearing 6

R205

Coast

Hearing 6

R207

Coast

Hearing 6

R209

Coast

Hearing 6

R212

Coast

Hearing 6

R215

Coast

Hearing 6
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Appendix F: Recommended decisions on submissions
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